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VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW
There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers, having been origi-
nally breathed by the Creator into a few forms or into one; and that ... from so
simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been and
are being evolved.'
I. INTRODUCTION
Over seventy-five years after the impassioned debate be-
tween William Jennings Bryan and Clarence Darrow echoed
through a hot Tennessee courtroom, 2 the controversial confronta-
tion over science, religion, law, and education can still be heard in
legislative halls, courtrooms, schools, and homes across the nation.
The now infamous "Scopes Monkey Trial" of 19253 brought the de-
bate between religious fundamentalism and modern day scientific
theory to the forefront and sparked twenty state legislatures to con-
sider measures to prohibit the teaching of evolution in public
schools. 4 Nearly a century later, the dispute rages on. Twenty
states considered anti-evolution measures in both the 1920s and the
1990s. 5 Whether the incorporation of certain religiously motivated
theories of the earth's origin into public schools violates the funda-
mental separation between church and state is a question that con-
tinues to plague this country today. 6
Since Charles Darwin first introduced the concept of evolu-
tion 7 in his 1859 book The Origin of Species,8 Christian fundamen-
talists have rejected this scientific theory, contending that it con-
1. DOROTHY NELKIN, THE CREATION CONTROVERSY: SCIENCE OR SCRIPTURE IN THE
SCHOOLS 28, 35 & n.12 (1982) (citing CHARLES DARWIN, THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES, II 316 (1902)).
2. A Tennessee teacher, John Scopes, was arrested for teaching evolution in a public high
school contrary to a state statute, and although the court did not find the law unconstitutional,
the trial sparked the debate over the teaching of evolution and creationism in public schools that
still rages today. See Scopes v. State, 278 S.W. 57 (Tenn. 1925), rev'd on other grounds, 289 S.W.
363 (Tenn. 1927).
3. Id.
4. See Steve Benen, Science Test: Seventy-Five Years After the Scopes Trial, Religious
Right Activists Are Trying New Tactics to Expel Evolution from the Public Schools, 53 CHURCH &
STATE 152, 152 (2000), at http://www.au.org/cs/church state/7002.htm.
5. See id.
6. This separation is defined in the First Amendment of the Constitution, which states,
"Congress shall make no lawrespecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances." U.S. CONST.
amend. I.
7. Evolution is defined as "a theory that the various types of animals and plants have their
origins in other preexisting types and that the distinguishable differences are due to modifica-
tions in successive generations." WEBSTER'S NEW COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY 431 (9th ed. 1987).
8. See CHARLES DARWIN, ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES (1859).
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flicts with a literal reading of the Bible and its teachings that all
living species were created by divine power.9 This Biblical-based
tenet regarding the earth's origin is commonly known as "creation-
ism," and its followers, "creationists,"10 have developed various
strategies that endeavor to remove the teaching of evolution from
public schools and incorporate creationism into science curricula."1
Despite Supreme Court jurisprudence that laws banning and crimi-
nalizing the teaching of evolution,2 and laws mandating the teach-
ing of creationism,13 violate the Establishment Clause, 14 creation-
ists continue to develop new tactics to voice their opinions and be-
liefs.
Currently, Christian fundamentalists are using three strate-
gies designed to remove evolution and, in certain instances, incor-
porate creationist theory into public school curricula. One strategy
is to attempt to remove evolution from state science curricula, and
correspondingly, from state-mandated tests.15 Another strategy that
9. See Michael Martinez & Jennifer Peltz, State Skirts Evolution Dispute: Illinois Stan-
dards Dodged Issue Long Before Kansas Flop, CHI. TRIB., Oct. 24, 1999, at C1.
10. Creationism has two principal movements: "Young-Earth" creationism and the "Intelli-
gent Design" theory. Benen, supra note 4, at 153. "Young-Earth" creationists promote a literal
interpretation of the Book of Genesis and believe that the earth is only six thousand to ten thou-
sand years old. This fundamentalist group boasts support from the biggest and most influential
creationist group in the United States, the Institute for Creation Research, as well as from other
prominent creationist organizations. Id. "Intelligent Design" theorists center their study and
beliefs on the complexity of life and believe that this complexity requires an intelligent designer,
i.e., God. Id. Supporters of this theory claim that Intelligent Design should not be associated
with the religious "baggage" of creationism because it does not make conclusions about who the
designer is, just that there is one. See John Gibeaut, Evolution of a Controversy, 85 A.B.A. J.
SEC. CHURCH/STATE SEPARATION 50, 51 (1999). Creationist opponents believe that Intelligent
Design is simply a reworking of an old theme and contend that the religious message is unmis-
takable. Id.; see also Derek H. Davis, Kansas Versus Darwin: Examining the History and Future
of the Creationism-Evolution Controversy inAmerican Public Schools, 9 KAN. J.L & PUB. POL'Y
205, 205 (1999) (asserting that creationism, sometimes referred to as "creation science" or"scien-
tific creationism," is a belief, generally taken from the Bible, that the universe and all living
things were created by a higher power); N. Patrick Murray & Neal D. Buffaloe, Creationism and
Evolution.- The Real Issues, in EVOLUTION VERSUS CREATIONISM: THE PUBLIC EDUCATION
CONTROVERSY 454 (J. Peter Zetterberg ed, 1983) (defining creationism as "the viewpoint that
the literal Biblical account of creation is the correct explanation for the origin of the earth and its
living forms").
11. A brief history of the teaching of evolution and creationism in public schools will follow
in Part H of this Note.
12. See Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 107 (1968).
13. See Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 593 (1987).
14. The Establishment Clause is a phrase contained in the First Amendment that reads:
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof. -.. " U.S. CONST. amend. I.
15. The most aggressive example of this tactic occurred in August of 1999 when the Kansas
Board of Education adopted new science curriculum standards that entirely removed evolution
and other scientific theories relating to the origin of the earth, and likewise, removed evolution
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creationists have employed is the use of a "disclaimer,"16 read before
teaching evolution, to caution students that evolutionary theory is
not to be taken as fact and is not intended to discount other beliefs
that they may have regarding the earth's origin. 17 Thirdly, legisla-
tures across the nation have enacted statutes requiring that evolu-
tion be taught as a theory, not a fact. 18 The success of this legisla-
tion has fomented a new response to evolution known as Intelligent
Design.' 9 This latest movement encourages teachers to present the
controversy between Darwinism and creationism, and then point to
evolution's inability to provide all scientific answers. 20
The proponents of these three recent strategies have justi-
fied their actions as legal by relying on certain language in Su-
preme Court precedent suggesting that states and local school
from state-mandated tests. See Larry Whitham, Evolution Takes a Hit in Kansas Schools 'Crea-
tion' View to Get Classroom Request, WASH. TIMES, Aug. 12, 1999, at Al. Although this action
permitted teachers to omit the theory of evolution from their lesson plans, it did not prevent
them from teaching it. Id. Removing evolutionary theory from state-mandated tests, however,
could have a severe impact on the emphasis that teachers place on students' need for this infor-
mation. Id.
On February 14, 2001, the Kansas Board of Education restored evolutionary theory to the
standards. See infra note 173 and accompanying text. Kansas's action, however, was not isolated
and "at least six other states make no reference to... evolution ... includ[ing] Illinois, Florida,
Mississippi, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Tennessee." See Kansas Puts Evolution Back into the School
Timetable, AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE, Feb. 15, 2001 [hereinafter Kansas Puts Evolution Back]. For
further explanation on these similar, but less extreme approaches, see infra notes 178.80 and
accompanying text.
16. As an example, a disclaimer might state the following: "It is hereby recognized by the
Tangipahoa Board of Education, that the lesson to be presented, regarding the origin of life and
matter, is known as the Scientific Theory of Evolution and should be presented to inform stu-
dents of the scientific concept and not intended to influence or dissuade the Biblical version of
Creation or any other concept." Freiler v. Tangipahoa Parish Bd. of Educ., 185 F.3d 337, 341 (5th
Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 530 U.S. 1251 (2000).
17. Thus far, disclaimers have proved successful in Alabama, but the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals recently found a similar disclaimer adopted in Louisiana to violate the Establishment
Clause. See id. at 343.
18. See Benen, supra note 4, at 155 (asserting that this "just a theory" approach, as intro-
duced by Rep. Ron Hood to the Ohio House of Representatives, confuses the scientific meaning of
the word theory and the common meaning as utilized in the bill); Robert Greene, Panel Affirms
Importance of Teaching Evolution, at
http://www.onlineathens.com/1998/041098/0410.a3evolution.html (Apr. 10, 1998) (noting that the
North Carolina House passed a bill in 1997 requiring that evolution be taught as theory as op-
posed to fact).
Similarly, Texas, Nebraska, and Alabama all teach evolution as only one possibility for the
earth's origin. See Environmental News Network, Science Report: A Third of U.S. Schools Don't
Teach Evolution, at http://www.cnn.com/2000/NATURE/09/21/evolution.enn/index/html (Sept. 21,
2000).
19. See supra note 10.
20. See Jon A. Buell, Foreword to DAVID K. DEWOLF ET. AL., INTELLIGENT DESIGN IN PUBLIC
SCHOOL SCIENCE CURRICULA: A LEGAL GUIDEBOOK, at iii, iv (1999).
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boards are constitutionally permitted to control their own curricu-
lum as long as they do not require that the curriculum conform to
one religious viewpoint.2' Many creationist supporters claim that
because there are significant gaps in the theory of evolution, allow-
ing the presentation of alternative theories merely provides stu-
dents with an "even-handed look at the legitimate scientific contro-
versy."22 While this assertion is correct, the implicit religious mes-
sage behind the latest creationist tactics directly controverts basic
First Amendment ideals.3 Thus, despite any purported secular
purpose of promoting academic freedom, the Court must consider
carefully the constitutional implications of permitting these strate-
gies to continue.
Current tactics to combat evolution are unique from earlier
efforts, and the Court must treat these latest actions under a dif-
ferent Establishment Clause scrutiny than it has in the past for
three principal reasons. First, the creationist leaders that have de-
veloped the strategies wield substantial political power and are
generally well-educated and well-versed in the legal implications
involved in this controversial issue. 24 Thus, the new strategies are
cleverly worded and formulated purposefully to avoid those meth-
ods that the Court has already explicitly struck down.
Secondly, the current legal analysis that the Court uses in
Establishment Clause cases is confused and disjointed and does not
appropriately address the current creationist strategies. 26 Lower
21. See Sherri Schaeffer, Edwards v. Aguillard Creation Science and Evolution-The Fall of
Balanced Treatment Acts in Public Schools, 25 SAN DIEGO L REV. 829, 842.43 (1988).
22. Gibeaut, supra note 10, at 50.
23. See Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 106-07 (1968) (holding that anti-evolution legis-
lation breached the "wall of separation that the First Amendment was intended to erect between
church and state" and that the First Amendment prevents states from "adopting] programs or
practices ... which 'aid or oppose' any religion").
24. See, e.g., Benen, supra note 4, at 154 (noting that the groups, such as the highly influen-
tial Institute for Creation Research in San Diego, had a budget in 1999 of nearly six million
dollars and Religious Right allies such as Pat Robertson and Phyllis Schlafly have played a sig-
nificant role in advancing creationists' efforts); Martinez & Peltz, supra note 9 (noting that Ii-
nois Family Institute, affiliated with 2000 presidential candidate Gary Bauer, is taking credit for
the Illinois Board of Education's recent adoption of science standards that replaced explicit refer-
ences to evolution with the phrase "change over time").
25. See Jerry White, Kansas Board of Education Removes Evolution from Science Curricu-
lum, at http://www.wsws.org/articles/1999/augl999fkan-a13.shtml (Aug. 13, 1999) (finding that
the success of creationist actions, such as the one taken in Kansas, is not based on broad public
support, but rather on the "rightward shift of the political establishment" in which fundamental-
ists have "mobilized their followers to vote for school board members and legislators").
26. See Martha McCarthy, Religion and Education Whither the Establishment Clause?, 75
IND. L.J. 123, 128-30 (2000) (noting that a majority of the current Justices have expressed dis-
pleasure about use of the Lemon test and that lower courts remained confused as to whether to
apply one or all of the current tests that the Court had employed).
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courts seem unable to ascertain which analysis to properly em-
ploy. 27 Thus, the manner in which the tests are applied varies
greatly depending on the scope of a court's interpretation and the
evidence that a court examines in rendering its decision.2 8 The new
strategies raise issues for which prior law has not accounted.29
Finally, current creationist strategies not only endanger ba-
sic constitutional principles, but also could have a severe impact on
the future of the American educational system and its progress in
science-related studies.30 Although the heart of this debate is a bat-
tle between religious principles and scientific theories, the National
Academy of Sciences and other scientists are concerned that crea-
tionists' actions will produce students who are unable to under-
stand the vital processes that underlie the field of science. 31 If
America wants to stay at the forefront of scientific study and re-
main competitive with other nations, its students must be taught
scientific principles that are generally applied in the global scien-
tific community.3 2 Thus, the implications involved in the latest bat-
27. See, e.g., Freiler v. Tangipahoa Parish Bd. of Educ., 185 F.3d 337, 343 (5th Cir. 1999)
(applying all three of the current tests utilized by the Supreme Court and finding the "Estab.
lishment Clause jurisprudence rife with confusion"), cert. denied, 530 U.S. 1251 (2000); Doe ex
rel. Doe, v. Beaumont Indep. Sch. Dist., 173 F.3d 274, 295 (5th Cir. 1999) (utilizing the Lemon,
endorsement, and coercion tests), on reh'g en banc, 1999 U.S. App. LEXIS 14810 (5th Cir.); Inge-
bretsen v. Jackson Pub. Sch. Dist., 88 F.3d 274, 280 (5th Cir. 1996) (analyzing the constitutional.
ity of school prayer using the Lemon, endorsement, and coercion tests); Jones v. Clear Crook
Indep. Sch. Dist., 977 F.2d 963, 966-69, 972 (5th Cir. 1992) (upholding nonsectarian student
invocations by employing the Lemon, endorsement, and coercion tests).
28. See Freiler, 530 U.S. at 1254 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (expressing disapproval of the use of
the Lemon test, but nevertheless basing his analysis on the lower court's use of the test to find
that its conclusion "lack[ed] any support in the text of the invalidated document').
29. See, e.g., id.; Santa Fe Ind. Sch. Dist., 530 U.S. 290, (2000). Both of these cases present
instances that required a court to look beyond the applicable law and instead look to what the
actions were actually attempting to accomplish.
30. According to a recent study conducted by Lawrence Lerner, a professor of natural sci-
ences and mathematics at California State University at Long Beach, one-third of all children
attending public school are receiving an insufficient science education because of how certain
states apply the teaching of evolution. See Environmental News Network, supra note 18.
31. See id. ('Nothing in biology makes sense except in light of evolution.... Without the in-
sight of evolution, students inevitably come to see science as a heap of disconnected facts. The
present state of scientific literacy among U.S. adults bears witness to the ubiquity of this kind of
learning experience."); Greene, supra note 18 C' 'There is no debate within the scientific commu-
nity over whether evolution has occurred, and there is no evidence that evolution has not oc-
curred. . .' [U]nderstanding the evolutionary change is essential to understanding vital proc.
esses .... (quoting a National Academy of Sciences guidebook)).
32. See Stephen Jay Gould, Dorothy, It's Really Or A Pro-Creationist Decision in Kansas is
More Than a Blow Against Darwin, TIME, Aug. 23, 1999, at 59, available at
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/articles/0,3266,29479,00.html (last visited Nov. 1, 2000)
(stating that "no other Western nation has endured any similar movement, with any political
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tles over God and science extend beyond whether to teach contro-
versial subjects, and could have a significant effect on the future of
American schools.33 The combination of these three problems war-
rants the development of a new test, or new legal analysis, that will
enable the Court to deal with this latest chapter in the heated evo-
lution and creationism debate. This Note examines the evidentiary
factors that will be necessary to preserve First Amendment ideals
and the consequences that may follow from adopting a more nar-
row, textualist approach when analyzing the Establishment
Clause. 34
In developing a new analysis, the Court should consider the
inquiry that has remained constant throughout Establishment
Clause jurisprudence, namely, a search for the purpose and pri-
mary effect of an act.35 The crux of any Establishment Clause
analysis hinges on how expansively or narrowly a court defines the
terms "purpose" and "primary effect."3 6 A strictly textual examina-
tion of governmental actions does not often reveal the implicit reli-
gious nature of certain laws that may attempt to incorporate reli-
gious ideology into public schools.37 Like some previous creationist
strategies, however, the purposes of the latest creationist tactics
are religiously motivated,38 and could threaten the separation be-
tween church and state that the Framers intended to establish in
drafting the First Amendment.3 9 Creationist theory presupposes
and necessitates belief in Christianity based on its use of and reli-
ance on the Bible.40 Therefore, creationism extends beyond the
scope of a scientific explanation for the origins of the earth because
it incorporates specific Christian monotheistic themes, which are
contrary to the tenets of other religions, and ignores the religious
freedom that the Establishment Clause serves to protect. For this
clout, against evolution-a subject taught as fundamental, and without dispute, in all other
countries that share our sociocultural traditions").
33. Whether Darwinian evolution should be taught in public schools is probably outside the
scope of a court's determination because this curriculum choice is one generally left to school
boards. When making a decision about its removal, however, the Court should note the argu-
ments in favor of teaching evolution, in order to realize the effects of creationist actions.
34. This Note does not propose a new test for the Court to adopt, but simply expands on the
various factors that the Court should consider when applying any current or new test.
35. See Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 107 (1968).
36. For further explanation, see infra Part IV.
37. See id.
38. See generally Gould supra note 32 and accompanying text.
39. See Everson v. Bd. of Educ., 230 U.S. 1, 12 (1947) (citing JAMES MADISON, Memorial and
Renonstrance, 11, in WRrITNGS OF JAMES MADISON 183 (1900)).
40. See Davis, supra note 10 (citing George Marsden, Understanding Fundamentalist Vies
of Science, in SCIENCE AND CREATIONISM 103 (Ashley Montagu ed., 1984)).
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reason, it is essential to recognize the religious motivation of these
tactics, independent of the text, in order to preserve the meaning of
the Establishment Clause.
The three most recent anti-evolution strategies must be con-
sidered in light of the history of the fundamentalist movement,
knowledge of creationist theory, and insight into the public school
debate that has been raging since the "Scopes Monkey Trial." It is
difficult to condemn or attack these aspects of anti-evolution
strategies because they appear to be facially neutral. Nevertheless,
the strategists' motivation and the actual effect that these tactics
will have on science curricula call into question the religious neu-
trality of the new strategies and raise doubts about whether they
conform to the strictures of the Establishment Clause.41
This Note considers the purpose and primary effect of each of
the three current strategies and their possible ramifications on the
First Amendment guarantee of separation of church and state. Fur-
thermore, this Note suggests that the Court should fashion a test
that transcends textualism to examine the history of creationism
and the fundamentalist movement, and consider the context in
which the action was undertaken. Part II examines the historical
underpinnings of the Establishment Clause, the tests that the
Court has developed to determine whether a state's action violates
this clause, and the Court's response to three strategies that crea-
tionists have employed thus far to effect change in scientific teach-
ing in public schools. Part III examines more closely the three ap-
proaches that creationists have adopted in the 1990s and analyzes
the possible constitutional and educational consequences if these
tactics are ultimately successful. Part IV then studies the factors
that the Court will likely consider in determining the purpose and
primary effect of the tactics under a broader interpretation, recog-
nizing the historical basis of the evolution debate. Part IV also un-
dertakes comparisons between this broad analysis and those factors
that are analyzed under a narrower textualist approach. 42 Finally,
Part V concludes that if the Court intends to effectuate the objec-
tive of the First Amendment and combat creationists' latest efforts
to incorporate Christian ideology into public schools, it must de-
41. See supra notes 10-14 and accompanying text.
42. See Tangipahoa Parish Bd. of Educ. v. Freiler, 530 U.S. 1251, 1251 (2000) (Scalia, J.,
dissenting) (using the narrow, textualist analysis in contending that the purpose of the dis-
claimer, as articulated, satisfied constitutional analysis even with specific reference to one possi-
ble alternative theory being Biblical creation).
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velop a broad-based test that looks beyond mere language to the
true motivation and intent of the act.
II. HISTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE
The rationale for the First Amendment's Establishment
Clause can be traced back to the beginning of American history,
when a large proportion of the early settlers came from Europe to
escape certain laws that forced them to support a government-
sponsored church. 43 Although the settlers had attempted to escape
this religious persecution by coming to America, "the practices of
the old world were transplanted and began to thrive in the soil of
the new America."44 Men and women who happened to be religious
minorities in certain communities were discriminated against be-
cause of their different religious beliefs.4 5 These religious minorities
were forced to pay taxes to support churches whose clergy preached
inflammatory sermons designed to strengthen and consolidate the
established faith by generating a burning hatred against religious
dissenters."
In the mid-1700s, sentiment arose in a number of areas that
the best way to achieve individual religious liberty was to establish
a government stripped of the power to tax, support, assist, or inter-
fere with the religious beliefs of a specific group.47 Leaders such as
Thomas Jefferson and James Madison asserted that a true religion
did not need the support of law, that neither believers nor nonbe-
lievers should be taxed to support any religious institution, and
that religious persecution was the result of government-established
religions. 8 Following the dictates of these leaders, the drafters of
the Bill of Rights provided in the First Amendment that "Congress
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or pro-
hibiting the free exercise thereof . . . "49 In Everson v. Board of
Education, the Supreme Court attempted to amalgamate the ideas
of Jefferson, Madison, and the other Framers when it held that the
43. See Everson, 330 U.S. at 8.
44. Id. at 9.
45. See id. at 10.
46. -See id.
47. Virginia is generally considered to have been the leader in the movement among differ-
ent areas in the country encouraging a separation of church and state to ensure religious free-
dom. Id. at 11.
48. See Everson, 330 U.S. at 12 (noting that Madison's writings regarding this issue re-
ceived strong support from a number of religious sects throughout Virginia).
49. U.S. CONST. amend. I. This clause within the First Amendment is known as the Estab-
lishment Clause.
2001] 2563
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Establishment Clause, at a minimum, stands for the following
proposition:
Neither a state nor the Federal Government can set up a church. Neither can pass
laws that aid one religion, aid all religions, or prefer one religion over another.
Neither can force nor influence a person to go to or to remain away from church
against his will or force him to profess a belief or disbelief in any religion. No per.
son can be punished for entertaining or professing religious beliefs or disbeliefs,
for church-attendance or non-attendance. No tax, large or small, can be levied to
support any religious activities or institutions, whatever they may be called, or
whatever form they may adopt to teach or practice religion. Neither a state nor the
Federal Government can, openly or secretly, participate in the affairs of any reli-
gious organizations or groups and vice versa. In the words of Jefferson, the
clause ... was intended to erect "a wall of separation between church and state."W
Over the years, this "wall of separation" has applied to all
government practices that involve an unlawful commingling with
religion, but the Court has recognized that "the vigilant protection
of constitutional freedoms is nowhere more vital than in the com-
munity of American schools." 51 The Court has consistently held that
public schools are designed to serve as a powerful agency for pro-
moting cohesion among all citizens, and therefore, must be kept
"scrupulously free" from entanglement between church and state. 52
Following this model, the Court has prohibited states from a num-
ber of actions that intertwine education and religion. Some of these
actions include: public school students receiving religious instruc-
tion on public school premises;5 3 religious school students receiving
state-sponsored education in religious schools; 54 state-sponsored
prayer in public schools;55 and the posting of the Ten Command-
ments on the wall of a public school classroom.56
One of the most vehemently debated issues concerning relig-
ion and education has been the constitutionality of.prohibiting the
teaching of evolution;57 or in the alternative, requiring the teaching
of creationism whenever evolution is taught. 58 Since the 1920s,
states have developed certain strategies aimed at banning evolution
50. Everson, 330 U.S. at 15-16 (citing Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145, 164 (1878)).
51. Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 487 (1960).
52. McLean v. Ark. Bd. of Educ., 529 F. Supp. 1255, 1258 (E.D. Ark. 1982).
53. See McCollum v. Bd. of Educ., 333 U.S. 203, 211-12 (1948).
54. See Sch. Dist. v. Ball, 473 U.S. 373, 397-98 (1985).
55. See Santa Fe Ind. Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290, 320 (2000); Abington Sch. Dist. v.
Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 224-26 (1963).
56. See Stone v. Graham, 449 U.S. 39, 42-43 (1980).
57. See Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 103 (1968); Scopes v. State, 278 S.W. 57, 58
(Tenn. 1925), rev'd on other grounds, 289 S.W. 363, 364 (Tenn. 1927).
58. See, e.g., Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 596-97 (1987); McLean v. Arkansas Bd. of
Educ., 529 F. Supp. 1255, 1258 (E.D. Ark. 1982).
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from school curricula. These strategies can best be categorized into
two types of action: "anti-evolution" legislation 59 and "balanced-
treatment" legislation.60 As yet, neither of these strategies has
proved successful in allowing a state to fully eliminate evolution or
promote creationism.61 Although the Court's Establishment Clause
analysis has adequately addressed past legislation, the three tests
it currently applies are misunderstood, confused, and misapplied by
lower courts. 62
A. The Three Tests
In evaluating claims arising under the Establishment
Clause, the Supreme Court has introduced three tests for examin-
ing a state's action: (1) the Lemon test, (2) the endorsement test,
and (3) the coercion test.63
1. The Lemon Test
The test with the longest lineage, and the one that is primar-
ily used in claims involving the teaching of evolution, was devel-
oped in 1971 in Lemon v. Kurtz.64 The Lemon Court created a three-
part test designed to address those evils "against which the Estab-
lishment Clause was intended to afford protection: 'sponsorship,
financial support, and active involvement of the sovereign in reli-
gious activity.' "65 The Lemon test holds that: (1) the statute must
59. Anti-evolution legislation prohibits teachers or other instructors from presenting any
"theory or doctrine that [hu]mankind ascended or descended from a lower order of animals"
because of its conflicts with a belief in divine creation. Gregory G. Sarno & Alan Stephens. Con-
stitutionality of Teaching or Suppressing Teaching of Biblical Creationism or Darwinian Evolu-
tion Theory in Public Schools, 102 A.L.R. FED. 537, 543-47 (1991). See infra Part U.B.
60. Balanced-treatment legislation arose after a group of Christian fundamentalists in the
1960s spawned the theory of creation science, which was a reinterpretation of organic evolution
according to Biblical authority, and in response, many states created statutes in which teachers
and schools were required to either devote equal teaching time to creation science and evolution,
or teach neither theory. See Sarno & Stephens, supra note 59, at 547-53; see also NELKIN, supra
note 1, at 71 (discussing the Creation Science movement that prompted proposals for balanced
treatment legislation); infra Part II.C.
61. Anti-evolution strategies were finally put to rest with Epperson, 393 U.S. at 97, and the
balanced-treatment legislation faced a similar fate following Edwards, 482 U.S. at 578.
62. The most recent examples are Freiler v. Tangipahoa Parish Board of Education, 185
F.3d 337, 343 (5th Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 530 U.S. 1251 (2000), and McLean v. Arkansas Board
of Education, 529 F. Supp. 1255, 1258 (E.D. Ark. 1982).
63. For a fairly comprehensive historical analysis of these tests, see Freiler, 185 F.3d at 343.
64. 403 U.S. 602, 615-625 (1971). While this test has faced repeated criticism, "[t]he Su-
preme Court applies the three part Lemon test... in virtually all establishment clause cases 4
RONALD D. ROTUNDA & JOHN E. NoWAK, TREATISE ON CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: SUBSTANCE AND
PROCEDURE § 21.3, at 453-54 (2d ed. 1992) (footnote omitted).
65. Lemon, 403 U.S. at 612 (citing Walh v. Comm'n, 397 U.S. 664. 668 (1970)).
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have a secular legislative purpose, (2) its principal or primary effect
must neither advance nor inhibit religion,66 and (3) the statute
must not foster "an excessive governmental entanglement with re-
ligion." 67 While the Lemon test has been both criticized,68 and occa-
sionally ignored,69 the Court continues to apply it and has expressly
reaffirmed it in two recent cases.70 Nevertheless, many commenta-
tors believe that the use of Lemon is waning and doubt its contin-
ued use in the future.71
Looking more closely at Lemon's three prongs, the first
prong-"secular legislative purpose"-does not require that a chal-
lenged statute or regulation be wholly or predominantly enacted
with a secular objective, 72 but it must be found that the purpose is
sincere and not merely a "sham."73 Because this prong applies the
broadest inquiry, which generally examines a number of factors to
determine an action's true intent and purpose, the purpose prong
most often determines whether a statute involving the teaching of
evolution or creationism in public schools is constitutional. 74 The
second prong, known as the "effects test," forces a court to deter-
mine whether implementation of a state's policy has a neutral effect
on its citizens. 75 More specifically, this prong asks whether the ac-
tual practice of the government action conveys a message to the
66. Id. (citing Bd. of Educ. v. Allen, 392 U.S. 236, 243 (1968)).
67. Id. at 613 (citing Walz, 397 U.S. at 674).
68. See, e.g., Lamb's Chapel v. Ctr. Moriches Union Free Sch. Dist., 508 U.S. 384, 398-400
(1993) (Scalia, J., concurring) (holding that the Lemon test has been "repeatedly killed and bur.
ied," but "stalks our Establishment Clause jurisprudence"); County of Allegheny v. ACLU, 492
U.S. 573, 655-57 (1989) (Kennedy, J., concurring in judgment in part and dissenting in part)
(questioning the validity of the application of the Lemon test); Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S.
578, 612-13 (1987) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (asserting doubt whether the "purpose" requirement of
the Lemon test is a "proper interpretation of the Constitution"); Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38,
110 (1985) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) (The three-part test has simply not provided adequate
standards for deciding Establishment Clause cases, as this Court has slowly come to realize.").
69. See, e.g., Lee v. Weisman, 505 U.S. 577, 621 (1992) (holding that the Lemon analysis
would not be applied in favor of the coercion test); March v. Chambers, 463 U.S. 783, 791 (1983)
(applying historical practice instead of the Lemon test).
70. See Santa Fe Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290, 314 (2000); Mitchell v. Helms, 530
U.S. 793, 807-08 (2000).
71. See McCarthy, supra note 26, at 128-30.
72. According to the Wallace Court, Lemon's purpose prong does not invalidate a statute
merely because it is "motivated in part by a religious purpose," if there is a prevailing secular
purpose that the statute also appropriately addresses. 472 U.S. at 56.
73. See Robert Vaught, The Debate over Evolution: A Constitutional Analysis of the Kansas
State Board of Education, 48 KAN. L. REV. 1013, 1026 (2000) (citing Edwards, 482 U.S. at 591-
92).
74. See supra notes 59-60 and accompanying text.
75. Lemon v. Kurtz, 403 U.S. 602, 612 (1971).
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reasonable observer of endorsement or disapproval of one religion. 76
The least-applied third prong requires that the state action not
cause excessive governmental entanglement betveen church and
state, which is "a question of kind and degree."17 For instance, if a
statute involves significant, ongoing, or day-to-day contact between
state officials and church authorities, this could be struck down via
the third prong.7 8
2. The Endorsement Test
The Supreme Court has also applied the "endorsement test"
to determine whether a statute or action promotes or supports one
religious ideology over any other. 79 This test was first introduced in
Lynch v. Donnelly to reject a challenge to a city's display of a nativ-
ity scene during the Christmas season.80 In Lynch, Justice
O'Connor asserted that each government action must be judged by
the facts specific to that case, and that courts, in determining the
constitutionality of such actions, must keep in mind both the fun-
damental nature of the Establishment Clause and the ways in
which it can be eroded.81 This test, which tends to overlap with the
second prong of the Lemon test, examines whether state action en-
dorses a particular religion or religious belief.8 2 Courts must meas-
ure both what the state intended to communicate when it adopted
the specific legislative act, as well as the message actually conveyed
by the state.83
76. See Vaught, supra note 73, at 1031.
77. See Lynch v. Donnelly, 465 U.S. 668, 684 (1983).
78. See id.
79. See id. at 668-93 (O'Connor, J., concurring) (collapsing the first and second prongs of the
Lemon test by determining first whether the government's actual purpose is to endorse religion
and second whether the practice actually conveys a message of endorsement).
80. Id. at 668.
81. Vaught, supra note 73, at 1030 (citing Lynch, 465 U.S. at 694 (O'Connor, J., concur-
ring)).
82. Id. at 1031.
83. Id. (citing Lynch, 465 U.S. at 690 (O'Connor, J., concurring)). It is somewhat unclear
whether the endorsement test is intended to replace the first and second prongs of the Lemon
test or is a separate test, but it seems that according to O'Connor's own words that the test is
essentially an inquiry into Lemon's purpose and effect to determine whether either endorses or




3. The Coercion Test
The final test sometimes employed by the Court is the "coer-
cion test."84 According to this test, a school-sponsored activity vio-
lates the First Amendment if "(1) the government directs (2) a for-
mal religious exercise (3) in such a way as to oblige the participa-
tion of objectors."8 5 This analysis is limited to those causes of action
that include activities so religious in nature that they constitute
state-sponsored and state-directed religious exercise in public
schools.8 6 Because the nature of a claim against legislation regulat-
ing school curricula is not considered to be an instance in which the
government sponsors a religious exercise, this test has not thus far
been used in evaluating claims regarding evolution in public
schools.8 7
Using both early constitutional jurisprudence and the Lemon
test, the Supreme Court has struck down both anti-evolution and
balanced-treatment legislation in a line of cases that began in the
wake of the controversy generated by Scopes.8 8 The newest ap-
proaches, however, carefully skirt around what has been explicitly
declared unconstitutional in these past decisions in order to evade
future scrutiny. Thus, it is imperative that the Court use the his-
torical underpinnings and origins of the evolution/creationism de-
bate, as established in past decisions, to resolve whether these new
strategies truly violate the Establishment Clause. The knowledge of
past strategies illuminates the purpose and effect of current actions
because it shows the similarities in tactics and intentions. 89
84. See, e.g., Lee v. Weisman, 505 U.S. 577 (1992) (using the coercion test to hold that a
school district's policy allowing clergy to give "nonsectarian" invocations at graduation ceremo-
nies violates the Establishment Clause).
85. Freiler v. Tangipahoa Parish Bd. of Educ., 185 F.3d 337, 343 (5th Cir. 1999), cert. de-
nied, 530 U.S. 1251 (2000) (quoting Jones v. Clear Creek Indep. Sch. Dist., 977 F.2d 963, 970
(5th Cir. 1992)).
86. See Vaught, supra note 73, at 1034.
87. See id. at 1035. These tests are often used in conjunction with one another, taking parts
of each test to analyze the facts of a particular case. This has led to a great deal of confusion
because lower courts have no clear guide about which test to apply in cases before them, and
thus, lower courts end up using various and confused combinations of all three to decide the
issue before them. See Martha M. McCarthy, The Road to Agostini and Beyond, 124 EDUc. LAW
REP. 771, 783 (1998) (suggesting that "the Lemon test (or parts of it) can be used when deemed
helpful, but Lemon can easily be disregarded if other criteria seem more appropriate").
88. See Scopes v. State, 278 S.W. 57 (Tenn. 1925); see also Sarno & Stephens, supra note 59,
at 537 (noting the history of the anti-evolution and balanced-treatment legislation).
89. The Court in Edwards v. Aguillard relied heavily on the history of the evolu-
tion/creationism debate and on the McLean Court's analysis of the fundamentalist movement.
See 482 U.S. 578, 578-82 (1987).
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B. Anti-evolution Legislation
The debate between evolution and creationism began in the
nineteenth century, and gained national attention when the reli-
gious movement known as fundamentalism9 0 clashed with the ris-
ing acceptance of Darwinism.9 1 Since the central premises of fun-
damentalism are a literal interpretation of the Bible and an iner-
rancy of Scripture,9 2 fundamentalists viewed these scientific devel-
opments as direct attacks on the Bible and its teachings regarding
the origin of humans. Fundamentalists further feared that accep-
tance of Darwinism would cause a decline in traditional values, and
this concern had a pervasive effect on the teaching of biology in
public schools. 93 Three states went so far as to enact laws prohibit-
ing the teaching of evolution in public schools, and local school
boards and teachers across the nation used textbooks that avoided
the topic entirely.94 For at the time, this practice was largely ac-
cepted, and it almost appeared that the evolution/creationism de-
bate had been quieted.
In 1925, John Scopes was arrested for teaching evolution in
a public high school in Dayton, Tennessee, in violation of a Tennes-
see statute making the teaching of evolution in schools a criminal
offense.9 5 More specifically, the statute prohibited public school
teachers from presenting any theory that denied the story of the
90. Fundamentalism is defined as "a movement in 20th Century Protestantism emphasiz-
ing the literally interpreted Bible as fundamental to Christian life and teaching." WEBSTER'S
NEW COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY 498 (9th ed. 1987). As continuing emphasis was placed on science
and technology, fundamentalists reacted with new fervor against evolutionary theories. See
Davis supra note 10, at 207-09.
91. See McLean v. Ark. Bd. of Educ., 529 F. Supp. 1255, 1258 (E.D. Ark. 1982). Darwinism
is a term used to refer to the scientific theory that Charles Darwin proposed in his text, On the
Origin of Species, in which he theorized that natural selection, a process by which some genetic
variants within a species have a greater reproduction and survival rate, is the primary mecha-
nism for evolutionary changes. Kansas Citizens For Science, National Association of Biology
Teachers Statement on Teaching Evolution, at http:/Iwww.kcfs.orgTvhy/ (last visited Nov. 11,
2001).
92. This is the belief that "[a]ll basic types of living things, including [humans], were made
by direct creative act of God during the creation week described in Genesis." NELKIN, supra note
1, at 71.
93. See McLean, 529 F. Supp. at 1258-59.
94. Tennessee, Mississippi, and Arkansas all enacted statutes specifically banning the
teaching of evolution, and creationists also successfully petitioned local communities to engage in
"the emasculation of textbooks, the 'purging' of libraries, and ... the continued hounding of
teachers" See Davis, supra note 10, at 213 (citing Ronald L. Numbers, THE CREATIONISTS, IN
GOD AND NATURE: HISTORICAL ESSAYS ON THE ENCOUNTER BETWEEN CHRISTIANITY AND SCIENCE
391, 403 (David C. Lindberg & Ronald L. Numbers eds., 1986)).
95. See Jeanne Anderson, CHALK TALK- The Revolution Against Evolution, or "Well, Dar-
win, We're not in Kansas Anymore," 29 J.L. & EDUC. 398, 398 (2000).
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divine creation of humans as taught in the Bible and, instead,
maintained that humans have descended from a lower order of
animals. 96 The Tennessee Supreme Court, relying on the U.S. Su-
preme Court's holding in Heim v. McCall,97 held that Tennessee had
the power as an employer, speaking through legislation, to deter-
mine the action of its teacher employees. 98 Thus, the Tennessee Su-
preme Court found that because Tennessee has the power to au-
thorize and enforce contracts for public services, it may require that
those services be rendered in a manner consistent with the public
policy of the state-i.e., certain curricula in schools. 99
Although Scopes appeared to be a victory for the fundamen-
talists, it seems to have been the last clear ruling in favor of the
religious movement. 00 Enactment of anti-evolution legislation
ceased in 1928; however, creationists shifted their concentration to
local communities and successfully exerted pressure on school
boards, publishers, and teachers alike to omit evolution from the
curriculum for over thirty years. 1 1 As fundamentalists began to
place less emphasis on the battle against evolution and became pre-
occupied with combating new evils that arose after World War II,
the federal government began clamoring for increased emphasis on
evolutionary theory in schools. 102 Advancements in technology, new
scientific discoveries in the 1960s, such as the launching of Sput-
nik, 03 and greater government interest in improving the United
States's strength and achievement in scientific fields created a new
demand for the development of biology texts that incorporated the
theory of evolution. 0 4 This new emphasis on science produced a re-
96. See Scopes v. State, 289 S.W. 363, 364 (Tenn. 1927).
97. 239 U.S. 175, 188 (1915) (discussing People v. Crane, 214 N.Y. 154 (1915) for the propo-
sition that the statute was simply a declaration of a master as the character of work his servant
shall perform, and the State was simply playing the role of the employer).
98. Scopes, 289 S.W. at 365.
99. Id. at 366.
100. Scopes was reversed due to a procedural error regarding the court's ability to impose a
$100 fine, and on remand, the attorney general heeded the advice of many to dismiss the "bizarre
case." Sarno & Stephens, supra note 59, at 547.
101. See NELKIN, supra note 1, at 33 (noting that in 1942 fewer than fifty percent of high-
school science teachers were teaching evolution, and by 1957, most biology courses were still not
teaching paleontology or evolution).
102. See Davis, supra note 10, at 213.
103. Sputnik 1 was the first artificial earth satellite launched by the Soviet Union on October
4, 1957, and is considered to have inaugurated the Space Age. See 11 ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
184 (1999).
104. See Benen, supra note 4, at 153; see also Davis, supra note 10, at 213 (noting that fun-
damentalist anger arose when the government funded Biological Science Curriculum Study
Texts, which featured evolution).
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surgence of fundamentalist concern that the teaching of evolution
would create a loss of traditional societal values.10 5 Any hope, how-
ever, that creationists entertained for relying on the tactics fol-
lowed in Scopes were dashed when the Supreme Court declared
anti-evolution legislation to be unconstitutional in the 1968 case of
Epperson v. Arkansas.0 6
In Epperson, an Arkansas statute made it unlawful for a
teacher in any state-supported school or university "to teach the
theory or doctrine that mankind ascended or descended from a
lower order of animals [or] to adopt or use in any such institution a
textbook that teaches" that theory. 107 Although conceding that the
control of public schools is generally delegated to state and local
authorities and not subject to judicial scrutiny, the Court stated
that because the statute implicated basic constitutional values
"fundamental to our freedom," it was subject to judicial review.103
The Epperson Court looked beyond the plain language of the statute
to recognize unequivocally that the purpose of passing an anti-
evolutionary statute was to protect "the belief of some that the Book
of Genesis must be the exclusive source of doctrine as to the origin
of man."10 9 Thus, relying on the purpose of similar laws, such as
Tennessee's "monkey law,"'10 and on other evidence that illumi-
nated the lawmakers' true intentions, the Court struck down the
law as a violation of the Establishment Clause.1
The Court's willingness to rely on the history of similar ac-
tions, rather than on the stated legislative purpose, exemplifies the
expansive evidentiary scope of a broad interpretation. 112 Indeed, the
second sentence of the opinion acknowledges that the law "was a
product of the upsurge of 'fundamentalist' religious fervor of the
twenties."" 3 Thus, the Court used the act's history to determine its
105. See McLean v. Ark. Bd. of Educ., 529 F. Supp. 1255, 1259 (E.D. Ar&. 1982).
106. 393 U.S. 97 (1968).
107. Id. at 98 (citing Initiated Act No. 1, ARK. AcTS 1929; ARK. STAT. ANN. §§ 80-1627, 80-
1628 (1960 Repl Vol)).
108. Id. at 103.
109. Id. at 107.
110. Id. at 108 (referring to the statute involved in the Scopes case as the "monkey law").
111. One example of "other evidence" that the Court examined was an advertisement used in
the campaign to secure adoption of the statute stating, "'All atheists favor evolution. If you agree
with atheism vote against Act No. 1. If you agree with the Bible vote for Act No. 1 .... Id. at
109.
112. See id. at 107 (providing that in determining the purpose and primary effect of the en-
actment, precedent such as, Scopes v. State, 289 S.W. 363, 369 (Tenn. 1927), Ilinois ex rel.
McCollum v. Board of Education, 333 U.S. 203 (1948), and Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421 (1962),
"inevitably determine the result in the present case").
113. Id. at 98.
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true purpose and effect, rather than depending strictly on legisla-
tive assertions as to why the statute was enacted." 4 The Epperson
opinion is replete with historical references establishing the reli-
gious intent and nature of the law, which reveal the motivations
and objectives of the law itself." 5
The Court's emphasis on the statute's criminal penalty left
open the question of whether this type of law could be allowed if it
did not specifically prohibit the teaching of evolution." 6 Justice
Black's concurrence only seemed to add to the confusion when he
stated:
[A] state law prohibiting all teaching of... biology is constitutionally quite differ-
ent from a law that compels a teacher to teach ... a given doctrine. It would be dif-
ficult to make a First Amendment case out of a state law eliminating the subject of
... biology from its curriculum. [Tihere is no reason I can imagine why a State is
without power to withdraw from its curriculum any subject deemed too emotional
and controversial for its public schools.I 7
Thus, although Epperson was unmistakable in its holding that anti-
evolution legislation prohibiting the teaching of evolution and issu-
ing a criminal penalty was a constitutional violation, it did not ad-
dress whether states are likewise prevented from simply withdraw-
ing certain subjects from their curricula altogether.
C. Balanced-Treatment Legislation
As government efforts to incorporate evolution into public
school curricula increased, creationists developed a new response to
combat evolutionary teaching known as "scientific creationism,"
which claimed that the Book of Genesis was supported by scientific
data.118 John C. Whitcomb, Jr. and Henry M. Morris coined the
term "scientific creationism" in their 1961 book, The Genesis Flood,
to describe the Biblical creation story as a scientific theory." 9 Lead-
ers of the movement, who claimed that their goal was to reach mil-
lions of children with the scientific teaching of creationism and cure
the ills brought about by the teaching of evolution, 20 also consid-
114. Id.
115. Id. at 97.
116. See id. at 107 (stating that the State's "right to prescribe the curriculum for its public
schools does not carry with it the right to prohibit, on pain of criminal penalty, the teaching of a
scientific theory. . .") (emphasis added).
117. Id. at 111, 113 (Black, J., concurring).
118. See McLean v. Ark. Bd. of Educ., 529 F. Supp. 1255, 1259 (E.D. Ark. 1982).
119. See id.
120. This same sentiment remains one of the creationists' primary motivations today. For
example, House Majority Whip Tom DeLay (a Republican from Texas) stated to members of
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ered it part of their ministry to introduce creation science into pub-
lic schools. 121 In 1977, one creation scientist, Paul Ellwanger,12 col-
lected several proposed legislative acts with the idea of preparing a
model state act that would require the teaching of creationism as a
science in conjunction with evolution. 1' Although Epperson had
prevented states from barring the teaching of evolution, legislators
instead proposed bills that would require a teacher to give balanced
treatment to both evolution and scientific creationism. 12 Known as
"balanced-treatment" legislation, many states based their new bills
on Ellwanger's model act. 125
The state of Arkansas attempted to implement this new bal-
anced-treatment strategy in 1981.126 Although never reaching the
Supreme Court, McLean v. Arkansas Board of Education is a good
example of balanced-treatment legislation in action, and demon-
strated the fate that similar legislation would suffer. 12 The District
Court for the Eastern District of Arkansas recognized the actions of
the Arkansas legislature as religiously motivated, rather than sci-
entifically based,128 and issued a permanent injunction against en-
forcement of the Arkansas Balanced Treatment for Creation Sci-
ence and Evolution-Science Act. 129 The court's analysis extended
beyond looking merely to the language of the statute, by also exam-
ining "the specific sequence of events leading up to passage of the
Act, departures from normal procedural sequences and substantive
Congress that the Columbine murders in Colorado occurred "because our school systems teach
the children that they are nothing but glorified apes who have evolutionized [sic] out of some
primordial soup of mud." Benen, supra note 4, at 158.
121. McLean, 529 F. Supp. at 1260. Creationist writers Henry M. Morris and Martin E.
Clark wrote, "'Evolution is thus not only anti-Biblical and anti-Christian, but it is utterly unsci-
entific and impossible as well. But it has served effectively as the pseudo.scientific basis of athe-
ism, agnosticism, socialism, fascism, and numerous other false and dangerous philosophies over
the past century.'" Id. at 1260 (citing MORRIS & CLARM THE BIBLE HAS THE ANSvER).
122. Paul Ellwanger is the founder of Citizens for Fairness in Education, an organization
based in Anderson, South Carolina. McLean, 529 F. Supp. at 1261. He is trained in neither law
nor science. Id.
123. Id. at 1259.
124. See NELKIN, supra note 1, at 100, 139 (noting that Ellwangers bill was "specifically de-
signed to avoid conflict with the First Amendment" and although he felt that neither creation nor
evolution was scientific, the bill he proposed specifically prohibited religious instruction while
claiming creationism to be a "science").
125. See McLean, 529 F. Supp. at 1261.
126. Id. at 1255.
127. See Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 601 (1987) (striking down a Louisiana law
based on the same model Act as the statute at issue in McLean).
128. Id.
129. ARK. STAT. ANN. §§ 80-1663 (1981 Supp.).
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departures from the normal. 130 More specifically, by undertaking a
complete analysis of the history of the fundamentalist movement,
the rise of creationism through the guise of "creation science," and
the unusual circumstances surrounding the passage of the Act, the
court unearthed the Act's true purpose. 13 1
Applying the Lemon test, the McLean court held that the
statement of the Act's purpose lacked any type of legislative inves-
tigation, debate, or consultation with educators or scientists and
was clearly not motivated by the secular purpose that the legisla-
tors claimed. 13 2 In its decision, the court relied on the public an-
nouncement made by the bill's sponsor, who stated that the legisla-
tion was compatible with his literal interpretation of the Bible and
that his religious convictions were a factor in his sponsorship of the
Act.133 The court then went on to decide that both the purpose and
effect of the Act advanced religious beliefs because the Act's defini-
tion of creation science was insufficient to explain what creation
science truly encompasses. 34 The court determined that the neces-
sary secular purpose was lacking because creation scientists, con-
trary to their assertions, did not take data and weigh it against the
opposing scientific data to reach their conclusions, but instead ac-
cepted the literal wording of Genesis. 35 Although the defense ar-
gued that the teaching of evolution was likewise a religion, the
court dismissed this argument, asserting that if this were true, it
was difficult to see how teaching creationism "could 'neutralize' the
religious nature of evolution."' 36 In refuting this further, the court
stated:
Evolution is the cornerstone of modern biology, and ... [a]ny student who is de-
prived of instruction as to the prevailing scientific thought on these topics will be
130. McLean, 529 F. Supp. at 1263 (citing Village of Arlington Heights v. Metro. Hous. Dev.
Corp., 429 U.S. 252 (1977)).
131. Id. at 1272.
132. Id. at 1263.
133. Sarno & Stephens, supra note 59, at 550.
134. "Creation science" was defined in the Act as including the scientific evidence that indi-
cates: "(1) sudden creation of the universe, energy, and life from nothing; (2) the insufficiency of
mutation and natural selection in bringing about development of all living kinds from a single
organism; (3) changes only within fixed limits of originally created kinds of plants and animals;
(4) separate ancestry for man and apes; (5) explanation of the earth's geology by catastrophism,
including the occurrence of a worldwide flood; and (6) a relatively recent inception of the earth
and living kinds." McLean, 529 F. Supp. at 1264.
135. Sarno & Stephens, supra note 59, at 550.
136. McLean, 529 F. Supp. at 1274.
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denied a significant part of science education... [which] would undoubtedly have
an impact upon the quality of education in the State's colleges and universities.17
While this finding did not speak directly to a determination that
balanced-treatment legislation violated the separation of church
and state, the fact that evolution was widely accepted in the scien-
tific community tended to refute the validity of the legislature's
stated purpose.
The Supreme Court had occasion to address balanced-
treatment legislation in the 1987 case, Edwards v. Aguillard, in
which the Court struck down a nearly identical Louisiana act re-
quiring the teaching of both creation science and evolution.13 The
majority opinion, delivered by Justice Brennan, was quick to recog-
nize that the Act's stated purpose of protecting academic freedom
lacked merit. Promoting "academic freedom," as it was commonly
understood, would mean that the state was "teaching all of the evi-
dence" with respect to human origins, and yet the Act did not suc-
ceed in furthering this goal. 139 Analyzing this action under the
Lemon test, the Court concluded that the legislative history re-
vealed that the actual intent of the Act was to narrow the science
curriculum. 140 Additionally, the history of the relationship between
evolution and creationism, and of anti-evolution legislation, alerted
the Court to the true nature and purpose of this action. 141 Noting
that the bill's creators had based the Louisiana statute on the Ar-
kansas statute struck down in McLean, the Court determined that
the Act did not grant teachers any greater flexibility than they al-
ready had in presenting theories about life's origins. 142 Rather, it
had the distinctly "different purpose of discrediting evolution by
137. Id. at 1273.
138. The "Balanced Treatment for Creation-Science and Evolution-Science in Public School
Instruction" Act required public schools to give balanced treatment to the "sciencese of creation
and avolution in classroom lectures, textbooks, library materials, or other programs to the extent
that they dealt in any way with the origin of man, life, the earth, or the universe and decreed
that when creation or evolution is taught, each shall be taught as a theory rather than proven
scientific fact. 482 U.S. 578, 580 (1987).
139. Id. at 586.
140. The Court noted that Senator Bill Keith stated during the legislative hearings, "My
preference would be that neither creationism nor evolution be taught. Id. at 587. The Court also
remarked that academic freedom is not protected because the Act failed to ensure that either
theory would even be taught at all. Id. at 589.
141. Specifically, the Court examined the statute in light of the anti-evolution statutes
adopted by state legislatures dating back to Scopes and Epperson to determine that balanced-
treatment legislation gave preference to religious establishments that have the creation of hu-
mans as one of their tenets. Id. at 591 n.10.
142. Id. at 578.
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'counterbalancing its teaching at every turn with the teaching of
creationism.' "143
The legislative history and anti-evolution precedent were in-
strumental in the Edwards holding because they established the
true goals and intentions of such a measure and enabled the Court
to recognize that the measure could not truly achieve its stated ob-
jectives in practice. 44 For example, the Court questioned the spe-
cific attack on the teaching of the one scientific theory that had
been historically opposed by certain religious sects, and recognized
that this Act was an attempt to restructure the science curriculum
to conform to a particular religious viewpoint. 145 The Court also
gave considerable mention to certain comments made by the Act's
sponsor, Senator Bill Keith, confirming his belief that "scientific
evidence supporting his religious views should be included in the
public school curriculum to redress the fact that the theory of evolu-
tion incidentally coincided with . . . religious beliefs antithetical to
his own."'146 The Court considered "the historical context of the stat-
ute..., and the specific sequence of events leading to passage of the
statute," as well as evidence of historical attitudes towards crea-
tionism's validity as a scientific theory, to determine the statute's
legislative purpose. 147 Thus, the Court did not feel compelled to base
its own determination of the Act's religious purpose and effect on
the stated purpose that the legislators had provided.
Despite this clear rejection of the Louisiana statute, the Ed-
wards Court had not forgotten Justice Black's warning in
Epperson.148 The Court acknowledged that the "academic freedom"
that lawmakers alleged to be promoting did not provide teachers
with "a flexibility that they did not already possess to supplant the
present science curriculum with the presentation of theories, be-
sides evolution, about the origin of life."'149 Thus, it seems that the
Court's primary concern was the specific requirement of teaching
creation science rather than a teacher presenting theories that may
run contrary to evolution. In addition to leaving open this possibil-
ity of teaching alternative scientific theories, Justice Powell noted
that, generally, "States and locally elected school boards should
143. Id. at 589 (citing Aguillard v. Edwards, 765 F.2d 1251, 1257 (5th Cir. 1985)).
144. See id. at 586-96.
145. Id. at 593.
146. Id. at 592-93 & n.14.
147. Id. at 595 (citing Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 107 (1968), and Arlington Heights
v. Metro. Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252 (1977) in support of the use of historical context).
148. See supra note 109 and accompanying text.
149. Edwards, 482 U.S. at 587.
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have the responsibility for determining the educational policy of
public schools." 150
Justice Scalia, joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist, dissented,
finding no justification for invalidating the Act, considering that
the legislators were "well aware of the potential Establishment
Clause problems," and in overwhelmingly approving the Act, spe-
cifically stated its secular purpose. 151 Examining the face of the
statute alone, Scalia stated that the Court could and should rely
only on those definitions of creation science and evolution that were
provided in the Act, which indicated that creation science had a sci-
entific rather than religious basis. 152 Conceding that some weight
should be given to the seven committee hearings at which the bill
was considered, Scalia relied solely on legislators' assurances of
secular purpose during the sessions to conclude that the Act did not
intend to promote religion. 15 3 Thus, this textual analysis rested on
the asserted purposes of the Act, rather than undertaking an out-
side evidentiary inquiry.
Although not endorsing the Lemon test, Scalia questioned
the majority's determination regarding the purpose prong of the
test because the statute was not wholly motivated by a religious
purpose. 154 The dissent further emphasized that the purpose of a
law should not be determined by the religion or faith system of
those who seek to enact it,155 and he refused to acknowledge any
suspicion due to the long-standing evolution/creationism debate and
the historically religious purpose of similar laws. Scalia maintained
that the language and explicitly stated purpose in the Act exempli-
fied the balanced presentation of scientific evidence that it was in-
tended to promote. 5 6 Thus, absent a reliance on historical motiva-
tions for such acts, the dissent argued that the mere promotion of
academic freedom was not a violation of the Establishment
Clause.157
150. Id. at 605 (Powell, J., concurring) (quoting Bd. of Educ. v. Pico, 457 U.S. 853, 893
(1982)).
151. Id. at 610 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
152. Id. at 611-12.
153. Id. at 610, 621 (stating that it was sufficient that the legislators, who had all taken an
oath to uphold the Constitution, had "considered [Establishment Clause problems] ... with great
care... [and] ... specifically articulated the secular purpose they meant it to serve," and "spe-
cifically designated the protection of'academic freedom' as the purpose").
154. Id. at 613-14 (stating that, according to past cases, the secular purpose prong requires
invalidation only if it is entirely motivated by a religious purpose).
155. See id. at 615.
156. See id. at 628-35.
157. Id.
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D. Recent Legislative Action
Although the majority opinion seemed fairly exacting in its
determination that creation science was a religious tenet, funda-
mentalists were not deterred in their efforts to combat the teaching
of evolution in public schools. One recent strategy towards further-
ing this goal has faced judicial review. 158 The Board of Education in
Tangipahoa Parish, Louisiana implemented a new policy requiring
teachers to read a disclaimer to their students prior to beginning
the instruction of evolution in their classrooms. 15 9 This disclaimer
stated that the theory of evolution was not a scientific fact and that
creationism could be a valid alternative. 160 Seven months after the
Board's resolution was passed, three parents brought a facial chal-
lenge claiming that the disclaimer violated the Establishment
Clause.161
In rendering its decision, the Fifth Circuit, somewhat reluc-
tantly, began its analysis with the three-part Lemon test. 162 With
respect to the first prong, the court determined that of the three
stated purposes for the disclaimer, only the second and third articu-
lated purposes were sincere objectives. 163 The court found, however,
158. See Freiler v. Tangipahoa Parish Bd. of Educ., 185 F.3d 337, 344 (5th Cir. 1999) (noting
that the Lemon test has been widely criticized and its applicability is in question), cert. denied,
530 U.S. 1251 (2000).
159. Id. at 341-42.
160. The disclaimer provided as follows:
Whenever, in classes of elementary or high school, the scientific theory of evo-
lution is to be presented, whether from textbook, workbook, pamphlet, other
written material, or oral presentation, the following statement shall be quoted
immediately before the unit of study begins as a disclaimer from endorsement
of such theory.
It is hereby recognized by the Tangipahoa Board of Education, that the lesson
to be presented, regarding the origin of life and matter, is known as the Scien-
tific Theory of Evolution and should be presented to inform students of the sci-
entific concept and not intended to influence or dissuade the Biblical version of
Creation or any other concept.
It is further recognized by the Board of Education that it is the basic right and
privilege of each student to form his/her own opinion and maintain beliefs
taught by parents on this very important matter of the origin of life and matter.
Students are urged to exercise critical thinking and gather all information pos-
sible and closely examine each alternative toward forming an opinion.
Id. at 341.
161. See id. at 342.
162. Id. at 344 (noting that the Court's jurisprudence in this area is confusing and the use of
Lemon has been widely criticized).
163. The three stated purposes of the disclaimer were as follows: "(1) to encourage informed
freedom of belief, (2) to disclaim any orthodoxy of belief that could be inferred from the exclusive
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that the disclaimer violated the Establishment Clause, noting that
the disclaimer failed the "effect" prong of the Lemon test, because
its primary effect was to promote and maintain a particular reli-
gious viewpoint-creationism. 16 The court based its decision on
three factors relating to the disclaimer: (1) it both questioned evolu-
tion and urged teachers to consider alternatives theories, (2) it re-
minded students that they may maintain their own beliefs about
the origins of human life as taught in the home, and (3) it men-
tioned only the "Biblical version of Creation" as an alternative the-
ory. 165 Thus, the court held that the disclaimer was not sufficiently
neutral and violated the Establishment Clause. 66
Like Edwards and Epperson before it, the Fifth Circuit used
an historical perspective to examine events preceding the adoption
of the resolution. The court noted that the board members involved
were concerned with not endorsing evolution primarily because of
its inconsistency with the Biblical version of creation.16 7 The court
made specific reference to an earlier board motion to allow the
teaching of alternative theories of human origin, including creation
science, 168 and acknowledged that its examination would include
both an analysis of the language of the disclaimer and the context
of its adoption. 6 9
Although the Supreme Court denied the Board's petition for
writ of certiorari, the dissenting opinion issued by Justice Scalia,
and joined by Justice Thomas and Chief Justice Rehnquist, illus-
trated the potential challenges a claimant could face in attempting
to contest similar fundamentalist-backed state actions. 70 Justice
Scalia began his opinion by expressing his disapproval of the Lemon
test, due to frequent inconsistencies and its erroneous application
in lower courts. 17 1 His dissent, however, was not based strictly on a
desire to clarify appropriate Establishment Clause judicial stan-
dards, but rather on his conclusion that the Fifth Circuit's holding
placement of evolution in the curriculum, and (3) to reduce offense to the sensibilities and sensi-
tivities of any student or parent caused by the teaching of evolution." Id.
164. Id. at 346.
165. Id.
166. Id.
167. Id. at 341-42.
168. Id. at 341 & n.1 (noting that in 1993, a member of the board had proposed a "Policy on
the Inclusion of Material and Discussions on Religion in the Curriculum and in Students Activi-
ties," which would have allowed teaching creation science, but it was rejected in 1994 along with
two other policies regarding graduation ceremony prayer).
169. Id. at 342.





was erroneous and lacked necessary textual support for its invali-
dation. 172 Examining the text of the disclaimer, Scalia asserted that
the disclaimer's mere "allusion to religion" does not imply that its
real purpose is not simply to remind students of their right to form
their own religious beliefs. 173 Scalia accused the lower court of sub-
stituting judicial reasoning for "[r]eference to unnamed 'facts and
circumstances . . .' " and stated, "To think that this reference to...
a reality of religious literature-and this use of an example that is
not a contrived one, but to the contrary the example most likely to
come into play-somehow converts the otherwise innocuous dis-
claimer into an establishment of religion is quite simply absurd." 174
The Court's denial of certiorari may indicate that a majority
agreed with the Fifth Circuit's result and found that the board's
latest strategy was yet another attempt to promote creationism and
religious beliefs in the public school system. 175 The dissenting opin-
ion, however, reveals a clear split in the Court regarding the scope
of the Establishment Clause on such issues. The dissent also illus-
trates the extent to which a particular legal analysis will affect the
outcome of similar issues. A strictly facial, text-based analysis has
a very different vision of what the Framers intended by the "wall of
separation" than does a broader interpretation that will examine a
number of factors. This latest word from the Supreme Court on the
evolution/creationism debate reveals that the outcome of future,
similar claims will depend entirely on the extent to which the Court
looks to both the history surrounding this long-standing conflict
and the true intentions and motivations behind those who are pro-
moting the new strategies.
III. CREATIONIST TACTICS OF THE 1990S
Although the Supreme Court has consistently rejected any
attempt to prohibit the teaching of evolution, or to incorporate crea-
tionist ideology into the classroom, creationists continue to use the
specific language of the Court's opinions to attempt to create consti-
tutional ways to achieve their goals. 76 Despite what appears to be a
172. Id.
173. Id. at 1254-55.
174. Id.
175. Id. at 1251.
176. See generally DAVID K. DEWoLF ET AL., INTELLIGENT DESIGN IN PUBLIC SCHOOL
SCIENCE CURRICULA: A LEGAL GUIDEBOOK 1 (1999) (providing specific guidance to Intelligent
Design theorists regarding what is prohibited and what is permitted under Supreme Court
precedent).
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clear message regarding the true purpose and effect of prohibiting
evolution and teaching creation science's religious message, the
Court has left states with the ability to control their own curricu-
lua, and creationists have utilized this "freedom" as a means of con-
tinuing their efforts. 177 Some states have taken subtle approaches
that enable individual teachers to effect the most change in the
classroom, 178 while other states seem to be testing the limits of the
Court's precedent, and its current conservative trend, with more
overt attacks on evolutionary theory.179
A. The Removal of Evolution from State Science Curricula and
Standardized Tests
The newest and most aggressive tactic that creationists have
employed is to remove mention of evolution from state science cur-
ricula and state-mandated tests.1 80 Although similar to anti-
evolution legislation of the past, curriculum standards do not ban
the teaching of evolution, but "leave explicit mention of it to the
discretion of local schools."'' l On August 11, 1999, the Kansas State
Board of Education (the "Board") drew nationwide attention when it
voted six to four to approve new State Science Education Standards
that did not contain evolutionary theory. 8 2 The new standards
minimized the role of evolution by deleting areas that referred to
macroevolution 83 and deleting any reference to theories that ex-
177. See supra Part II.
178. The more subtle approaches are legislative actions regarding how evolution is to be
taught because these laws are essentially just a reaffirmation that evolution is in fact a theory,
whereas the action taken in Kansas was a more aggressive and overt action, truly testing the
limits of how far the Court will allow schools to control their own curricula. See supra Part H.
179. The action in Kansas was more overt in that it actually altered the science standards,
incorporating creationist theory, as opposed to altering the words used in science standards. See
generally Benen, supra note 4 (discussing recent actions by creationists to alter education stan-
dards).
180. See id. at 154.
181. Martinez & Peltz, supra note 9.
182. The Kansas State Board of Education, a constitutionally created entity, is composed of
ten members elected from different districts, and has broad authority to set educational policy
without legislative approval. The Board is very independent and sometimes referred to as 'the
state's fourth branch of government." Part of the Board's function is to create "standards," which
are a framework to help local districts establish their curricula. Publisher's Resource Group, Inc.,
New Kansas Science Standards Pass Amid Protest (Aug. 17, 1999), at
www.prgaustin.com/ednews/nated/081799.html; see Kansas Citizens for Science, Knowledge
Under Siege: How the Kansas Board of Education's Decision on the Science Standards Threatens
Our Children's Education, at http://vwv.kcfs.orgundersiege.html (last visited Nov. 16, 2001)
[hereinafter Knowledge Under Siege].
183. Macroevolution is defined as "evolution that cumulates in relatively large and complex
changes (as in species formation)." ,VEBSTER'S NEW COLLEGIATE DIcTIONARY 714 (9th ed. 1987);
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plained the beginning of the universe, such as the "Big Bang" the-
ory. 84 Although an external committee of science educators submit-
ted the first draft, 185 conservative Board members enlisted the help
of Tom Willis, president of a fundamentalist Christian group known
as the Creation Science Association of Mid-America, to author the
Board's final adopted version. 86 This final version not only removed
any concept of evolutionary science that conflicted with fundamen-
talist Christian views, but also added certain material that pro-
moted creationism and other nonscientific agendas. 187
Although the changes did not go so far as to mandate explic-
itly the teaching of theories of a divine creator, the revisions did
contain recurring themes considered to be standard creationist ar-
guments intended to "lead[ ] the student away from mainstream
see also Vaught, supra note 73, at 1019 nn.32-33 (asserting that macroevolution is a term used to
describe the process of change from one species to another, such as the study of the origin and
evolution of flight in birds as an entire species, whereas microevolution is the process of change
within a species, such as the study of small-scale changes in the anatomy of particular species of
bird, for example, the change in wing-span or beak length); Publisher's Resource Group, Inc.,
supra note 182 (explaining the significance of removal of macroevolution as opposed to microovo-
lution).
184. The "Big Bang" theory is a scientific theory holding that "the universe originated bil-
lions of years ago in an explosion from a single point of nearly infinite energy destiny."
WEBSTER'S NEW COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY 149 (9th ed. 1987).
185. Knowledge Under Siege, supra note 182 (noting that the original version was prepared
by a twenty-seven member external writing committee composed of professional educators and
scientists and included evolutionary theory).
On February 14, 2001, the Board voted to reinstate evolutionary theory in the science cur-
riculum and replaced the August 1999 standards with the version prepared by the external writ-
ing committee mentioned above. This change came about after the November 2000 election in
which two of the six board members that voted in favor of the "evolution-free" standards lost
their bids for re-election and one member chose not to run again, leaving the anti-evolution sup-
porters in the minority. See Kansas Votes to Restore Evolution in School Standards, at
http://www.cnn.com/2001/US/02/14/kansas.evolution.01/index.html (Feb. 14, 2001).
While the anti-evolution standards were still in place, the Pratt County Board of Education
had approved a curriculum in line with the new standards that demanded tenth graders to un-
derstand that there are different views regarding the earth's origin and encouraged comparison
of evidence to support that premise. See Kate Beem, New Theory Enters Evolution Debate, KAN.
CITY STAR, Jan. 12, 2001, at B1. Although evolutionary theory once again appears in Kansas's
science standards, this will probably not quiet the debate and creationists will continue their
efforts. See Kansas Votes to Restore Evolution in School Standards, supra (noting that one of the
board members who had voted in favor of the August 1999 standards reiterated his desires to
have Kansas schools present both evolution and creation science).
186. See Benen, supra note 4, at 154.
187. See Brian Poindexter, A Concise Summary of the Major Changes, at
http://www.welcome.to/KansasScienceStandards.html (last visited Nov. 16, 2001); Knowledge
Under Siege, supra note 182.
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scientific thought."88 For example, section 10-4 of the 1999 stan-
dards stated: "Suggest alternative scientific hypotheses or theories
to current scientific hypotheses or theories. Example: At least some
stratified rocks may have been laid down quickly, such as Mount
Etna in Italy or Mount St. Helens in Washington state."189 One of
the tenets of creationist ideology is that the earth only dates back
six to ten thousand years; therefore, creationists often reference
mountains and stratified rocks to claim that these could have been
laid down quickly to fit within time frames consistent with Biblical
accounts of creation. 190 Another example is Benchmark Four, which
read in the committee draft, "Students should develop an under-
standing of the universe, its origin, and evolution. The origin of the
universe remains one of the greatest questions in science... [and]
[t]he 'big bang' theory places the origin between ten and twenty bil-
lion years ago . . ."191 The 1999 standards made the following
changes: "Students should develop an understanding of the uni-
verse. The origin of the universe remains one of the greatest ques-
tions in science. Studies of data regarding fossils, geological tables,
and cosmological information are encouraged... [b]ut... not man-
dated."192 The de-emphasis on the earth's age is also apparent be-
cause the standards deleted any indication of how and in what
manner those fossil records should be discussed. 193 The many
changes made to the original draft indicate that the Board not only
effectively removed evolution, but also incorporated a creationist
agenda into the new standards.194
While Kansas's 1999 standards have received perhaps the
greatest publicity, other states have adopted similar measures-
with less fanfare-that effectively accomplish the same goal. 195 Ala-
188. Id. (asserting that "statements ... fall just short of'explicitly teaching creationism' but
instead ... lead the student... into slanted, non-scientific ways of thinking about the natural
world").
189. Id.
190. Since creationists believe that earth is only about six to ten thousand years old, one way
they explain certain rock and fossil layers that appear to date back millions of years is the belief
in quick occurrences such as volcanoes and the Biblical flood. Id.
191. Vaught, supra note 73, at 1020.
192. Id.
193. See Poindexter, supra note 187.
194. See id. The creationist language is very subtle, however, and does not make any explicit
reference to the Bible, Christianity, or the existence of God. Thus, recognizing the changes as
truly violating the separation of church and state is facially quite difficult.
195. See generally Lisa D. Kirkpatrick, Note, Forgetting the Lessons of History: The Evolution
of Creationism and Current Trends to Restrict the Teaching of Evolution in Public Schools, 49
DRAKE L. REv. 125, 137 (2000) (noting that Kansas is not the only state to remove the word
"evolution" from its standards and/or state tests).
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bama, Kentucky, Illinois, and Colorado have all enacted measures
to remove the word "evolution" from science curricula standards
and replace it with less controversial phraseology, such as "change
over time." 196 The Illinois State Board of Education claimed that its
1997 action to remove the word "evolution" from its standards was
expressly due to the controversial nature of certain subjects and felt
that it was not "appropriate that the state government put in a con-
troversial topic ... that people are disagreeing [about] ... [and it is
not] something that the government should be testing."197 Colorado
did not redraft its science standards, but its action of deleting all
questions related to evolution from state standardized tests
achieved the same result as those states that redrafted their stan-
dards by simply deleting all questions related to evolution from
state standardized tests. 198 As a public policy concern, removing
evolution from state-mandated tests creates a strong possibility
that teachers will be less willing to dedicate class time to subjects
upon which students will not ultimately be tested.199 Thus, even if a
teacher is not religiously motivated to exclude evolution, standard-
ized tests that do not include evolution may create the effect of
promoting the religious alternative. 200 Therefore, while Kansas's
action seems to have been the most aggressive, other states have
made similar changes stemming from the same religious motiva-
tion. What remains unclear, however, is whether these actions vio-
late the Establishment Clause due to their underlying religious in-
tentions and motivations or whether their apparent facial neutral-
ity will withstand legal scrutiny.
196. Id. Other sources point to states beyond these that also have similar legislation. See
Kansas Puts Evolution Back, supra note 15 and accompanying text.
197. Martinez & Peltz, supra note 9 (quoting Karen Hayes, state director of Concerned
Women for America, supporter of Illinois Board action). The Illinois Board not only removed the
controversial topic of evolution from the science standards, but removed "human sexuality" and
"health products and services" from the physical development/health standards, and "multicul-
tural studies" from the social sciences standards. Id.
198. Kirkpatrick, supra note 195, at 137.
199. Lisa Kirkpatrick remarks that the new standards could force some teachers to rethink
their teaching approach because of the increased pressure on teachers to make sure that their
students excel on standardized tests, due to the fact that "scores have become 'the only ex-
changeable currency ... to judge whether schools are bad or good.' " Id. at 127 (citing When
Teachers Are Cheaters, NEWSWEEK, June 19, 2000, at 48 (quoting Joseph Ranzulli, director of the
National Center on the Gifted and Talented at the University of Connecticut)).
200. See Greene, supra note 18; Anjetta McQueen, Science Debate Causes Confusion, at
http://www.freerepublic.com/forum/a38038a7a48ae.htm (Oct. 12, 1999); see also McLean v. Ark.
Bd. of Educ., 529 F. Supp. 1255, 1274 (E.D. Ark. 1982) (noting the ramifications of removing
evolution from the science curriculum).
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B. 'Disclaimers" or 'Warning Labels"
A second approach that creationists have employed to coun-
teract the effects of teaching evolution in public schools is the use of
"disclaimers," or statements that deny evolution as a scientific fact
and make reference to the possibility that the earth's origin could
be attributable to the Biblical theory of creation. 2 1 State legisla-
tures and education boards have constructed anti-evolution mes-
sages, which are somewhat akin to a warning label, that are in-
serted into biology textbooks and read to students before any evolu-
tionary concepts are taught. 20 2 As mentioned in Part II, the use of
these disclaimers has already faced some legal barricades. 203
The Tangipahoa Parish Board of Education ("Board") in Lou-
isiana has witnessed a constant struggle between supporters of
creationism and the teaching of evolution in its public schools. In
1994, the Board adopted a resolution that disclaimed the endorse-
ment of evolution and mandated that teachers read the disclaimer
prior to any discussion of the subject.2°4 After only seven months,
parents of several students challenged the action as a violation of
the Establishment Clause.205 Affirming the district court, the Court
of Appeals of the Fifth Circuit agreed with the parents and found
that the disclaimer was aimed at the "protection and maintenance
of a particular religious viewpoint."20 6 In reaching its holding, the
Fifth Circuit paid particular attention to the purpose and intent of
the resolution when it was enacted and to the disclaimer's exclusive
reference to "the Biblical version of Creation."207 The Fifth Circuit's
finding, while acknowledging the controversial history between
these two subjects, ultimately relied on the language of the dis-
claimer itself and its specific inclusion of creationism. 208 Therefore,
a less assertive disclaimer that merely espouses the possibility of
many origin theories, and not just creationism, may be constitu-
tionally permissible. Furthermore, although the Supreme Court
denied certiorari, Justices Scalia, Rehnquist, and Thomas issued a
201. See generally Freiler v. Tangipahoa Parish Bd. of Educ., 385 F.3d 337 (5th Cir. 1999)
(striking down a disclaimer for its specific reference to the Biblical theory of creation).
202. See Benen, supra note 4, at 154-55.
203. See supra notes 149-59 and accompanying text.
204. See Freiler, 185 F.3d at 337; see also Andrea Ahlskog Mittleider, Case Note, Freiler v.
Tangipahoa Parish Board of Education: Ignoring the Flows in the Establishment Clause, 46 LOY.
L REV. 467, 476-82 (2000) (analyzing the Fifth Circuit's application of Supreme Court Estab-
lishment Clause precedent in holding the disclaimer unconstitutional).
205. Mittleider, supra note 204, at 468-69.
206. Freiler, 185 F.3d at 344-45.
207. Id. at 346 & n.4.
208. Id. at 346.
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dissent suggesting that a future Court might render a different de-
cision. 20 9
Louisiana is not the only state to have employed the use of
disclaimers. For example, Alabama textbooks contain a message
filled with traditional creationist arguments: students are advised
that because no human was present when life first appeared, "any
statement about life's origins should be considered as theory, not
fact."210 While Alabama's action has not been contested, a similar
measure in Oklahoma faced legal difficulties when the Oklahoma
state attorney general frustrated the Oklahoma State Textbook
Committee's efforts to mimic Alabama's disclaimers by ruling that
the Committee lacked the authority to alter the textbook.2 1' Consid-
ering the obstacles that disclaimers have faced, it seems that this
strategy is "legally dubious," and it is uncertain whether creationist
leaders will continue its use.21 2
C. The "Theory" of Evolution and Intelligent Design
For decades, states such as North Carolina and Ohio have
enacted laws requiring that evolution be presented as theory, not
fact. 213 This "theory" legislation, which appears sound and valid, is
nonetheless problematic according to the National Academy for Sci-
ences because "[i]n scientific terms, 'theory' does not mean 'guess' or
'hunch' as it does in every day usage [but is an] ... explanation[ ] of
natural phenomena built up logically from testable observations
and hypotheses."21 4 Thus, legislative actions such as this tend to
209. See id. at 337.
210. White, supra note 25 (describing Alabama's biology textbooks, which carry a sticker call-
ing evolution "a controversial theory some scientists present as a scientific explanation for the
origin of living things").
211. Certain Christian conservative legislators made additional efforts on April 5, 2000 when
the Oklahoma House of Representatives passed a measure "requiring science textbooks to ac-
knowledge that there is 'one God as the creator of human life in the universe.' " Benen, supra
note 4, at 155. This measure eventually died in committee before the proposal was put to a vote.
Id.
212. Id.
213. See id.; Greene, supra note 18.
214. Benen, supra note 4, at 155. A publication by the National Academy for Sciences, Teach-
ing About Evolution and the Nature of Science also goes on to state: "Biological evolution is the
best scientific explanation we have for the enormous range of observations about the living world
.... Scientists can also use the word 'fact' to mean something that has been tested or observed so
many times that there is no longer a compelling reason to keep testing or looking for examples.
The occurrence of evolution in this sense is a fact. Scientists no longer question whether descent
with modification occurred because the evidence supporting the idea is so strong." National
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confuse evolution's validity. Some believe that this will allow crea-
tionism to triumph over evolution, if not in the classroom, at least
in public opinion.215
Utilizing this mantra of "theory not fact," a third strategy,
known as Intelligent Design,216 has taken shape in recent years.
This theory advises teachers to focus their attention on the holes
and questions that evolution does not answer, rather than to teach
what scientists affirmatively believe about the origins of the uni-
verse. 217 Intelligent Design theorists encourage local school boards,
teachers, parents, and attorneys to "teach the controversy."218 In-
corporating this technique into the school curriculum involves dis-
cussing scientists who have disagreed with evolution and feel that
certain evidence displays distinctive features of intelligently de-
signed systems. 219 Although Intelligent Design specifically elimi-
nates reference to a deity, the theory is premised on the supposition
that "intelligent causes rather than undirected natural causes best
explain many features of living systems. ' 220
Roger DeHart, a high school science teacher in northern
Washington state, and Intelligent Design advocate, has recently
faced legal threats from the American Civil Liberties Union
("ACLUJ') and parents for the unmistakable "religious message" in
his presentation of evolution.22' DeHart's teaching method was first
questioned when a student informed her father that the class's two-
unit study of evolution included use of fifteen to twenty pages of
photocopied excerpts from Of Pandas and People222 and a viewing of
the film Inherit the Wind, depicting the "Scopes Monkey Trial."'' In
addition, DeHart would conclude his lesson with a student oral de-
bate22 4 discussing the pros and cons of teaching evolution in public
Academy of Sciences (U.S.) Working Group on Teaching Evolution, Teaching About ELtolution
and the Nature of Science, http://nap.edulbooks03O9O63647/html/index.html (1998).
215. See Benen, supra note 4, at 11.
216. See supra note 9 and accompanying text.
217. See DEWoLF ET AL., supra note 176, at 23.
218. See id.
219. See id.
220. Id. at 4, 19 (stating that "major biology texts present evolution as a process in which a
purposeful intelligence (such as God) plays no detectable role").
221. See Gibeaut, supra note 10, at 50 (asserting that DeHart had been teaching his beliefs
regarding Intelligent Design in comparison to evolution for over ten years, but was forced to alter
his lesson plan due to legal threats beginning in 1997).
222. A Christian publisher in Texas says that they have been getting "plenty of orders" for
this biology textbook, which presents the view that the state of the world is a product of design,
an idea that critics feel is a code for creationism. See Greene, supra note 18.
223. See Gibeaut, supra note 10, at 51.
224 While almost all students participated in the debate, they were given the option of in-
stead writing a paper addressing the pros and cons of each side of the debate. See id.
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schools, similar in substance to the debate between Darrow and
Bryan.225 Upon being alerted to these techniques, the ACLU publi-
cized information about DeHart's practices, which eventually led to
the school superintendent "declar[ing] creationism off limits" and
removing Of Pandas and People from the curriculum. 26 Today,
DeHart uses a small excerpt from Of Pandas and People and pre-
sents the concept of "irreducible complexities" without making spe-
cific reference to the term Intelligent Design.227
Attacking "theory" legislation and the teaching methods of
Intelligent Design could be arduous because a claimant must prove
that the action was "almost entirely motivated by religion."22 Chal-
lenging theory legislation proves difficult because although such
actions are often religiously motivated, their effect on public school
curriculum seems neutral, as the theory of evolution is not without
scientific questions. 229 Diluted versions of creationism, and legisla-
tive measures that mandate teaching methods, may actually be re-
ligiously neutral enough to survive constitutional scrutiny.
IV. CRITICAL FACTORS FOR ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE
SCRUTINY
Standard Establishment Clause analysis is inadequate to
address the constitutionality of the current strategies for three
principal reasons: (1) creationist proponents have substantial po-
litical power and sophisticated legal expertise; (2) the various tests
are inconsistent and confusing; and (3) current analysis does not
take into account the serious consequences that these efforts could
have on a student's scientific knowledge and ability.230 In construct-
ing a new approach, the Court should remember that today's Chris-
225. See id.
226. Id. at 52.
227. DeHart was forced to appear before the school board and also before the school's curricu-
lum committee, both times represented by an attorney, before the parties struck a compromise.
See id. at 54. The school board's current position is that the religious overtones of DeHart's
lesson have been removed and would pass constitutional muster, but many critics still believe
that even allowing a discussion of Intelligent Design-even if those exact words are not used-is
another version of creationism. See id.
228. Id.
229. Eugenie C. Scott acknowledges that evolution does not answer all of the questions re-
maining, as she states, "Evolution is accepted by scientists today because it explains more obser-
vations than any alternative." See Eugenie C. Scott, Dealing with Anti.Evolutionism, Reports of
the National Center for Science Education, at
http://www.ncseweb.org/resources/articles/5052-dealing-.with..antievolutionism-1_9_2001.asp
(last visited Nov. 16, 2001).
230. See supra notes 21-27 and accompanying text.
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tian fundamentalists remain as concerned with combating the
teaching of evolutionary theory as were those in the 1920s. 231 Cur-
rent doctrine permits creationists to achieve their purpose while
still conforming their actions to law.232 Thus, the Court should re-
spond with a constitutional scrutiny that looks further than an act's
articulated purpose.
By avoiding "buzz words," such as "creationism," and refrain-
ing from making specific reference to the Bible, recent strategists
claim that their actions are within the specific allowances cited in
Edwards v. Aguillard and other Establishment Clause cases.233 For
example, one leading Intelligent Design theorist, David DeWolf
states, "Nothing in ... Edwards forces local school districts, the
states, or the federal government to ... expose students to the sci-
entific problems with current Darwinian theory as well as to any
scientific alternatives."23 4 Because current strategists have carefully
analyzed Supreme Court precedent in crafting their actions, any
new test must seek to examine those pieces of evidence that go be-
yond the surface of an act to reveal its true purpose and motivation.
The Court has faced other situations in which it was forced
to recognize that state action was specifically formulated to evade
constitutional prohibition, and has determined that a stricter scru-
tiny of that action is necessary. Although the political motivations
and severity of actions are very dissimilar, an analogy can be made
between the scrutiny the Court applied to de facto and de jure race
discrimination 235 cases following the Brown v. Board of Education26
231. See supra note 5 and accompanying text.
232. See DEWOLF ET AL., supra note 176, at 20, 23 (distinguishing Inteligent Design from a
religion or creation science in finding that the two "do not derive from the same source ...
[and] ... Edwards does not apply to design theory and can provide no grounds for excluding
discussion of design from the public school science curriculum").
233. See Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 594 (1987) (noting that the teaching of other
scientific theories about biological origins or presenting scientific critiques of evolution "might be
validly done with the clear secular intent of enhancing the effectiveness of science instruction").
234. DEWOLF ET AL., supra note 176, at 19 (emphasis added).
235. De jure discrimination is demonstrated when a law is neutral in language and the "ap-
plication may have been enacted with a purpose or motive to discriminate," whereas de facto is
considered governmental action that appears neutral in its language, administration, and pur-
pose, but its impact or effect is discriminatory. GERALD GuNTHER & KATHLEEN M. SULLIVAN,
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 749 (13th ed. 1997).
236. Brown v. Bd. of Educ. (Brown 1), 347 U.S. 483 (1954). See generally GUNTHER & SULLI.
VAN, supra note 235, at 749-77 (surveying state actions in which the Court engaged in an
analysis that looked at the unconstitutional purpose or motivation behind the law in order to
effectively invalidate it under the Fourteenth Amendment).
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decision and the scrutiny required for the current religious strate-
gies. 237
Once it became clear that racial segregation would not be
tolerated under the Constitution, those seeking to perpetuate seg-
regation became more sophisticated. 238 They began to craft facially
neutral laws that were nonetheless successful in perpetuating seg-
regation, 239 all in an effort to evade the Brown decision. 2 0 For ex-
ample, school boards developed "freedom of choice" desegregation
plans, which operated not through rezoning districts or assigning
blacks and whites together, but by allowing students to choose their
schools regardless of where they lived.241 The effect of these choice
plans was that few black families would actually send their chil-
dren to all white schools, and the schools remained substantially
segregated. 242 Lower courts, anxious to evade the mandate of
Brown, justified these plans with statements such as, "Nothing in
the Constitution or in the [Brown] decision of the Supreme Court
takes away from the people, the freedom to choose the schools they
attend. The Constitution... does not require integration. It merely
forbids discrimination." 243 Thus, in order to combat maneuvers cal-
culated to evade the Brown mandate, the Court adopted a strict
scrutiny standard, allowing it to look beyond a statute's language at
the true purpose, motivations, and effects of certain laws. 244
237. It should be noted that this Note is not trying to compare the struggle for racial equality
and state resistance to desegregation to the efforts of Christian fundamentalists to remove evolu-
tion from public schools. Rather, it is only attempting to show the factors that the Court is will.
ing to consider when addressing actions that appear facially neutral, but are intentionally do-
signed to evade constitutional scrutiny. The comparison is for the purposes of identifying the
evidentiary scope of a strict scrutiny standard of review.
238. The Supreme Court has ruled in several cases that particular school integration plans
that, even though facially neutral, nonetheless embodied a discriminatory intent. See, e.g., Keyes
v. Sch. Dist., 413 U.S. 189 (1973); Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 402 U.S. 1
(1971); Green v. County Sch. Bd., 391 U.S. 430 (1968).
239. See RIcHARD KLUGER, SIMPLE JusTIcE 750-54 (1977).
240. See Brown v. Bd. of Educ. (Brown II), 349 U.S. 294, 299, 301 (1955) (requiring that
states take "substantial steps to eliminate racial discrimination in public schools ... with all
deliberate speed"); Brown I, 347 U.S. at 493-95 (declaring that education is one of the govern-
menes most important functions and that the "separate but equal" doctrine had no place in this
field).
241. See KLUGER, supra note 239, at 751-52.
242. Id. at 752; see also Green, 391 U.S. at 439-40 & n.5 (listing five factors which have pro.
vented students and parents from choosing to attend a segregated school under a "freedom of
choice" plan).
243. This declaration came to be known as the "Parker doctrine," named for the judge who
coined it, and a number of southern courts used it to approve various tactics that were designed
to prolong segregation despite the Brown decision. KLUGER, supra note 239, at 752.
244. See GUNTHER & SULLIVAN, supra note 235, at 773-76.
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Against this backdrop, the Court has relied on various fac-
tors in order to reveal the true purpose, motivation, and effect of
laws that appear facially neutral, but are in fact discriminatory.
For example, the Court has used statistical data in modern cases to
show a discriminatory pattern, 245 has emphasized a law's results
rather than its process,24 6 and has focused on the actual effect of the
enactment on certain racial groups.247 Thus, the Court has been
willing to enter into an historical analysis beyond the particular
law's enactment and consider the entire history of racial struggle
and certain past tactics. 248
This oscillation between recalcitrant states and the Court on
the topic of race exemplifies the Court's willingness to increase its
scrutiny when there is reason to believe that states are manipulat-
ing their actions to achieve unconstitutional results. Under strict
scrutiny, the Court considers the action in the context of its history,
the motivations behind the action, and the effect the act actually
has on the public at large. 249 By going beyond a simple facial ex-
amination, the Court seeks to ensure that states comply with the
Constitution in substance as well as in form. This same strict scru-
tiny should be applied to the present creationist strategies because,
although the actions appear facially neutral, they may fall short of
the required religious neutrality.
In formulating a new test for the current strategies, the
Court should use this judicial standard as a guide and focus on ex-
amining the "purpose and primary effect," first articulated in
245. See, e.g., Castaneda v. Partida, 430 U.S. 482 (1977) (finding law that allows discrimina-
tory practices in the case of jury selection to be unconstitutional); Carter v. Jury Commn, 396
U.S. 320 (1970) (same).
246. See GUNTHER & SULLIVAN, supra note 235, at 773 (citing to a discussion on the "duty to
desegregate-duty to integrate" distinction in United States u. Jefferson County Bd. of Educ., 372
F.2d 836, 847 (5th Cir. 1966)).
247. See Palmer v. Thompson, 403 U.S. 217, 229 (1971).
248. In Rogers v. Lodge, the Court revealed the depth of its evidentiary examination in find-
ing that Burke County's at-large system of elections was maintained for invidious purposes when
it held:
The District Court began by determining the impact of past discrimination on
the ability of blacks to participate effectively in the political process. . . .by
means such as literacy tests, poll taxes, and white primaries ... Tihe District
Court inferred that "past discrimination has had an adverse effect on black
voter registration which lingers to this date. . . ." Evidence of historical dis-
crimination is relevant to drawing an inference of purposeful discrimination,
particularly in cases such as this one where the evidence shows that discrimi-
natory practices were commonly utilized, that they were abandoned when en-
joined by courts ... and ... were replaced by laws and practices which, though
neutral on their face, serve to maintain the status quo.
458 U.S. 613, 624-25 (1982).
249. See GUNTHER & SULLIVAN, supra note 235, at 630-33.
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Epperson.250 Existing Supreme Court precedent demonstrates the
scope of the Court's evidentiary examination when using a broad,
expansive approach, as well as the factors considered under a text-
based analysis.251 In the past, a broad interpretation of the Estab-
lishment Clause has encompassed an examination of the entire con-
text surrounding a state's action with regard to the evolu-
tion/creationism debate, and has considered the true relationship
between scientific theory and religious tenet.252 Focusing on the his-
torical perspective and surrounding social climate aids in enlighten-
ing the Court as to the actual intent and nature of such actions.
253
A strict textualist approach, however, limits its evidentiary
scope and confines its consideration to the face of the statute as
written.254 This narrower interpretation views an action as isolated
from its historical affiliations 255 and extends considerable deference
250. See Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 107 (1968) (applying the following analysis:
"What are the purpose and primary effect of the enactment? If either is the advancement or
inhibition of religion then the enactment exceeds the scope of legislative power as circumscribed
by the Constitution.").
251. See Mitchell v. Helms, 530 U.S. 793, 120 S. Ct. 2530 (2000). Looking only to the facial
result of the statute, the Mitchell majority held that a statute providing materials and equip.
ment to both public and private schools did not advance religion in violation of the First Amend.
ment. This discounted the dissent's consideration of whether the aid was pervasively sectarian
as a factor because the "period [when this factor mattered] is one that the Court should regret,
and it is thankfully long past." Id. at 2550. The dissent, however, provided a long and thorough
examination of the history of such actions in finding that the Court's application of neutrality
was a sufficient test and elimination of "enquiry into a law's effects.... breaks fundamentally
withEstablishment Clause principle .... Id. at 2573 (Souter, J., dissenting).
252. See Edwards v. Aguillard, 428 U.S. 578, 578 (1987) (noting that a court examines vari-
ous pieces of evidence in recognizing the inherent religious nature behind creation science
including the primary creators of the bill, the history of the creation/evolution debate, and the
implicit religious messages asserted in creation science).
253, See id. at 578, 591 (holding that "[iut is clear that fundamentalist sectarian conviction
was and is the law's reason for existence" and that the "same historic and contemporaneous
antagonisms between the teaching of certain religious denominations and the teaching of evolu.
tion are present in this case").
254. See id. at 611, 615 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (stating that "we must accept appellants' view
of what the statute means" and that "we do not presume that the sole purpose of a law is to ad.
vance religion merely because it was supported strongly by organized religions or by adherents of
particular faiths"); see also Tangipahoa Parish Bd. of Educ. v. Freiler, 530 U.S. 1251, 1255 (2000)
(Scalia, J., dissenting) ('To think that this reference to a reality of religious literature ... some-
how controverts the otherwise innocuous disclaimer into an establishment of religion is quite
simply absurd."); Santa Fe Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290, 323 (2000) (Rehnquist, C.J.,
dissenting) (stating that the majority's decision regarding the true purpose was based on the
"view of the school district's history of Establishment Clause violations and the context in which
the policy was written" whereas the schools attempted compliance "demonstrates that the school
district was acting diligently to come within the governing constitutional law").
255. This is not to say that this approach ignores religious affiliation as a whole, but, for ex-
ample, it would not consider the history of the fundamentalist movement and its quest to remove
evolution from public school curricula when analyzing the constitutionality of anti-evolution or
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to the state government by assuming that its actions are constitu-
tionally valid.2s6 Thus, the constitutionality of the current strate-
gies depends entirely on which approach the Court adopts and
whether its reading of purpose and primary effect considers the his-
tory and context of the action. Although the Court has maintained
that local school boards are able to set their own curricula, how it
will respond to changes that are specifically directed towards the
removal of evolution, or modification in how evolution is taught,
will be determined by its evidentiary analysis.
A. Purpose and Primary Effect Through an Historical Perspective
Existing Establishment Clause precedent reveals certain
consistencies that suggest what a broad definition of purpose and
primary effect might include. Determination of the actual purpose
and intent of an action under this analysis encompasses the use of
historical reference to the science versus religion controversy that
began with the Scopes trial27 and its progeny.m Similarly, ascer-
taining the primary effect of an act, or examining the message that
the act is presenting to the community at large, would consider the
reaction of reasonable observers to that act with the knowledge of
the religious and political affiliations of the act's supporters.2 9
Both the Supreme Court 260 and lower courts261 have used this
more expansive interpretation of the Establishment Clause to
strike down laws involving the teaching of creationism or the pro-
hibition of teaching evolution. The McLean case demonstrates per-
haps the most extensive reliance on historical perspective and out-
balanced-treatment legislation. See generally Edwards, 482 U.S. at 610-40 (Scalia, J., dissenting)
(examining the statute's text and limited legislative history to determine that it is constitu-
tional).
256. See, e.g., id. at 610.
257. One could say that this debate began not with the Scopes trial, but rather in 1859 when
Darwin's theory was first made public; however, for the purposes of this Note, the debate in the
U.S. truly gained national attention with the "Scopes Monkey Trial" of 1925.
258. The Court relies on not only its own precedent, but also those cases that were not heard
before the Court, such as Scopes and McLean. See, e.g., Edwards, 482 U.S. at 601-02 (finding
that the legislation in the present case was based on legislation that was adopted and struck
down by the Arkansas district court in McLean); Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 98 (1968)
(holding that Arkansas's legislation was modeled after the Tennessee law featured in the Scopes
trial).
259. See Vaught, supra note 73, at 1043.
260. See cases cited supra note 240 and accompanying text; supra Part II.
261. See, e.g., Freiler v. Tangipahoa Parish Bd. of Educ., 185 F.3d 337 (5th Cir. 1999), cert.
denied, 530 U.S. 1251 (2000); Peloza v. Capistrano Unified Sch. Dist., 37 F.3d 517 (9th Cir.
1994); McLean v. Arkansas, 529 F. Supp. 1255 (E.D. Ark. 1982).
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side factors. Part II of the opinion is a six-plus page account of the
history of the fundamentalist movement in America, the rise of
creation science, and the inherent religious nature of the legisla-
ture's efforts to incorporate Christian ideology into public school
curricula. 262 Before the court even examined the language of the
statute in question, or its articulated legislative purposes, it ex-
plored the true underpinnings of creation science and the inherent,
historical religious motivation behind similar actions regarding evo-
lution. While the language of each statute is critical and lends the
most support for the intentions of legislatures, recent creationist
actions require a deeper look at the historical aspects of the issue.
Understanding the factors courts have previously examined
to ascertain the purpose and primary effect of an act will enable the
Court to formulate a test that will appropriately confront creation-
ist strategies that appear to purposely evade constitutional scru-
tiny. All three current strategies allege similar purposes and inten-
tions for their actions: (1) to promote academic excellence and free-
dom, (2) to refrain from offending students' religious beliefs, and (3)
to provide local school districts with autonomy in developing their
own curriculum.263 Each action may, on its face, fulfill the articu-
lated purposes; however, an understanding of the origins and con-
text of each action's adoption could lead the Court to the opposite
conclusion. Assuming the Court finds that an act has a valid secu-
lar purpose, the effect of these actions on the community extends
beyond a mere change in curriculum or the promotion of teacher
autonomy. Such legislation tends to suggest that the science cur-
riculum of all students is controlled by one religious viewpoint.
Thus, if the Court willingly engages in an expansive evidentiary
analysis of an action's purpose and primary effect, it is likely that
the religious involvement will render these three strategies uncon-
stitutional.
262. McLean, 529 F. Supp. at 1258-64.
263. See Vaught, supra note 73, at 1038. These are specifically the purposes as stated by the
Kansas Board of Education, but the other two strategies share substantially the same goals. See
Freiler, 185 F.3d at 344 (stating that the three articulated purposes the disclaimer was intended
to serve were "(1) to encourage informed freedom of belief, (2) to disclaim any orthodoxy of belief
that could be inferred from the exclusive placement of evolution in the curriculum, and (3) to
reduce offense to the sensibilities and sensitivities of any student or parent caused by the teach-
ing of evolution"); DEWOLF ET AL., supra note 176, at 24 (promoting the teaching of Intelligent
Design in the public schools because "it provides students with an important demonstration of
the best way for them as future scientists and citizens to resolve scientific controversies--by a
careful and fair-minded examination of the evidence").
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1. Unmasking the Kansas Science Standards
In examining the purpose behind removing evolution from
state science curriculum and state-mandated tests, the actions
taken in Kansas provide an excellent case study in determining
what factors may be necessary to determine the constitutionality of
similar actions.26 4 Although the Board provided a "Vision State-
ment"265 promoting its desire for "academic freedom and excellence,"
this purpose has traditionally been suspect when the action results
in removal of scientific theory from the curriculum. 266 Facially, the
1999 standards revealed a secular purpose in promoting critical
thinking because they attempted to encourage students to think
about those scientific questions that remain unanswered. 267 This
academic freedom seems dubious, however, when examining the
rationale for making specific changes. For example, the old stan-
dards instructed a teacher that when a student raises a question
that she feels is outside the domain of science, she should refrain
from discussion and encourage the student to address her concerns
with parents or clergy.268 Conversely, the 1999 standards stated,
"No evidence or analysis of evidence that contradicts a current sci-
ence theory should be censored."2 9 Although it is possible to look at
this statement and understand it to encourage open discussion
about alternatives and questions of scientific theory, the history
and context of the standards alter the sincerity of this change.
Knowing that the president of a Genesis-based creation group270
264. Although the Kansas Board of Education abandoned the "evolution-free" standards, and
reincorporated evolutionary theory back into its science curriculum, the Board's 1999 adoption of
the creationist-inspired standards provides a good analysis for evaluating the constitutionality of
other similar, but less aggressive actions. See Kansas Votes to Restore Evolution in School Stan.
dards, supra note 185 and accompanying text.
265. The Standards provide:
All students, regardless of gender, creed, cultural or ethnic background, future
aspirations or interest and motivation in science, should have the opportunity
to attain high levels of scientific literacy. These standards rest on the premise
that science is an active process. Science is something that students and adults
do, not something that is done to them. Therefore, these standards are not
meant to encourage a single teaching methodology but instead should elicit a
variety of effective approaches to learning science.
Knowledge Under Siege, supra note 182.
266. See Edwards v. Aguiard, 482 U.S. 578, 587, 590-91 (1987) (stating that the Court can-
not ignore the "historic and contemporaneous link" between the teaching of evolution and Chris-
tian ideology and that "there can be no legitimate state interest in protecting particular religions
from scientific views 'distasteful to them' ").
267. See Knowledge Under Siege, supra note 182.
268. Id.
269. Id.
270. See supra note 186 and accompanying text.
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substantially wrote the 1999 standards could indicate that the pur-
pose was actually to provide teachers with the ability to invite
classroom dialogue about theories that children are learning in
their homes and churches, namely Biblical creation. 27 1 Thus, the
Court should consider who is leading such legislation because his or
her alleged purpose may appear very different when analyzing the
language of the Board's action. 272
The legitimacy of the "academic freedom and excellence" ar-
gument is further suspect in light of the public opponents to the
1999 standards. For example, the twenty-seven member writing
committee that drafted the original standards refused to support
the significantly altered standards on the grounds that they were
"incomplete in [their] treatment of science and unacceptable with
the near deletion of standards relating to the theory of ori-
gins .... "273 As a public policy concern, the opinions and analysis of
leading scientists and scholars indicate a lack of acceptance in the
scientific community for such actions, calling into question the sci-
entific integrity of the standards. When this lack of acceptance is
examined, the motivation and validity of the Board is called into
doubt regarding whether the standards were intended to achieve
their purported academic excellence.
The Board claimed that its purpose for substantially altering
the old standards was a desire to refrain from offending students'
beliefs, which also justified its removal of certain topics from the
1999 version that the Board felt had become too controversial in
public schools.27 4 Illinois superintendent Joseph Spagnolo defended
similar actions taken in his state, claiming that Illinois was trying
to deal "with theories like evolution ... without creating an offen-
sive word that really in and of itself didn't mean much."275 Yet se-
lective deletions from science standards of controversial material
often remove certain concepts and theories pointedly to allow the
271. See Poindexter, supra note 187 (finding that the standards' original version is "concise,
fair, and respectful of a student's religious view... [and] ... [t]he adopted version is vague and
leaves the science class as an open forum for student-initiated filibuster").
272. The Kansas Citizens for Science has stated, "[Tihe real reasons for the creationists' of
forts are religious: they believe that evolution contradicts central tenets of their religion... [and]
... eliminating all standards which contradict Genesis and ... inserting many examples that
bolster a creationist view, the Board has accommodated the ... creationists . . . ." Creationists
Secretly Authored Science Standards, Kansas Citizens for Science, at
http://www.sunflower.com/-jkrebs/NEWSRELEASE.html (Dec. 10, 1999).
273. See Vaught, supra note 73, at 1039-40.
274. See Martinez & Peltz, supra note 9.
275. Id.
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promotion of particular ideas prominent to creationist theory.276 For
example, section 7-1 of the Kansas Science Standards addresses the
dynamics of the earth's constructive and destructive forces over
time.277 The old standards instructed a teacher to use examples,
such as constructing models, to illustrate molten material crystal-
lizing into rock or examining the effects of weathering. 278 The new
standards delete these examples and instead instruct a teacher to
discuss the destructive force of volcanoes and major floods and re-
sultant rocks.279 To the average viewer, this change seems minor;
however, the deletion and subsequent change coincides with crea-
tionist theory that volcanoes and floods make rocks "appear" old
when in fact they are not.2 0 Excessive selective editing, such as
that performed on section 7-1 and other sections that are specifi-
cally intended to protect a Christian ideology, may tend to lead stu-
dents towards the specific ideology of one certain religious tenet.21
The Supreme Court has consistently supported the impor-
tance of the third purpose, local autonomy, and has often stated
that the control of school curriculum should be left to the hands of
the local teachers and school boards. 282 Indeed, the 1999 standards
(and all such state standards) were simply a guide for teachers and
school boards to use in determining their own curriculum, thus en-
couraging local communities to act for themselves. 23 The Court lim-
ited the scope of local autonomy, however, when it held that discre-
tion to local boards in matters of education "must be exercised in a
manner that comports with the transcendent imperatives of the
First Amendment."2 4 These First Amendment principles are most





281. See id. (comparing the most significant changes from the original draft and the later
version authored by Tom Willis and revealing a religious motivation).
282. See Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 583 (1987) (noting that "[s]tates and local
school boards are generally afforded considerable discretion in operating public schools");
Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 104 (1968) C'[Plublic education in our Nation is committed to
the control of state and local authorities. Courts do not and cannot intervene in the resolution of
conflicts which arise in the daily operation of school systems. .. ").
283. Linda Holloway, Chairwoman of the Board at the time of the vote, summarized the
Board's actions as follows: "Vhat we voted for was education, . . . not indoctrination ... local
control .... not censorship...for academic freedom. Evolutionists dont want their ideas cen-
sored... so we voted against censorship. They can teach every theory of evolution if they like...
[or] ... the very narrow Darwinian evolution that was presented to us. They can teach it any
way they want" See Kansas Citizens for Science, The Kansas Science Standards-Local Control
and a Whole Lot More, at http://www.kcfs.org (last visited Oct. 8, 2000).
284. Bd. of Educ. v. Pico, 457 U.S. 853, 864 (1982).
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important in public schools because students are required to attend
classes.2 5 Thus, when local autonomy results in the promotion of
one religious belief of a majority of a community, First Amendment
protections will trump this local control.
Additionally, the purpose of local autonomy seems superflu-
ous in that local school boards and teachers seemingly had the
same autonomy, to present alternative scientific theories under the
old standards as under the new. Perhaps the Board's action of re-
quiring that evolution no longer appear on state-mandated tests
was intended to free teachers and local school boards from feeling
compelled to teach evolution in order to prepare students for test-
ing. Allowing local boards and teachers to tailor teaching methods
around a religious controversy, however, would gut the Epperson
Court's analysis of the First Amendment, which forbids "the prefer-
ence of a religious doctrine or the prohibition of theory that is
deemed antagonistic to a particular dogma." 286 While the Court
supports local control of school curriculum, it seems unlikely that
this local autonomy is intended to allow communities to conform
their teaching methods to a predominant religious tenet.
Determining the primary effect that removal of evolution
could have on the community requires an examination of what the
"reasonable observer"287 perceives the changes in the standards to
accomplish. 28 Although public opinion does not determine whether
an action violates the Establishment Clause, it does reflect whether
the community believes that the government is endorsing one reli-
gious viewpoint. For example, within days of the Board's adoption
of the 1999 standards, national media sources, such as Time,28 9
were suspicious of the possible religious implications and ques-
tioned the Board's true intent.290 Public concern for the religious
285. See, e.g., Grand Rapids Sch. Dist. v. Ball, 473 U.S. 373 (1985) (noting that First
Amendment principles are especially important in the public school context because students are
required to attend classes); Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 60 n.51 (1985) (same); Meek v. Pit-
tenger, 421 U.S. 349, 369 (1975) (same).
286. Epperson, 393 U.S. at 106-07.
287. See, e.g., County of Allegheny v. ACLU, 492 U.S. 573 (1989) (holding that the display of
a crbche in a county courthouse was unconstitutional because the message it proclaimed to tho
city's residents promoted one religion by not surrounding the crbche with other religious holiday
symbols).
288. See Vaught, supra note 73, at 1043.
289. See Gould, supra note 32, at 59 (likening the Board's action to Scopes v. State in finding
that the removal of evolution is "the latest episode of a long struggle by religious fundamental-
ists," which began in the 1920s).
290. See, e.g., Kate Beem, Science Groups Rebuff Kansas: Evolution Issue Again in Focus,
KAN. CITY STAR, Sept. 24, 1999, at Al; Diane Carroll, Board Gets Earful on Evolution, KAN. CITY
STAR, Aug. 11, 1999, at Al; Editorial, Devolution in Kansas, CIN. POST, Aug. 16, 1999, at 14A;
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motivation behind these actions increased when it was revealed
that a leading creationist group assisted in writing the standards,
creating a stronger impression that this action was primarily for
the protection of one religion's beliefs. 29' In addition to the media's
harsh criticism of the Board's action, a majority of scientists dis-
credited the 1999 standards, fearing that students would be de-
prived of basic scientific principles. 292 Thus, the public and the sci-
entific community were generally skeptical of the religious under-
pinnings of the Board's action, which indicates that the "reasonable
observer" does not view this act as religiously neutral.2 3
2. Exploring Efforts to Disclaim
Without a clear statement from the Supreme Court regard-
ing disclaimers, whether other courts adopt the Fifth Circuit's find-
ing that this strategy is unconstitutional may depend on the cir-
cumstances of each case. Although the Freiler court found that the
disclaimer fulfilled the second and third purposes that the Tangi-
pahoa Parish School Board had articulated, it questioned the sin-
cerity of its academic freedom purpose.294 The court found this pur-
pose to be a "sham" because the disclaimer succeeded in maintain-
ing beliefs that students had been taught by their parents rather
than requiring students to "approach new concepts with an open
mind and willingness to alter and shift existing viewpoints." 5 The
court seemed to abandon its apparent text-based analysis when
finding that the primary effect of the disclaimer advanced one reli-
Faith in Darwin, DAILY TELEGRAPH (London), Aug. 16, 1999, at 19; Paul Craig Roberts, Dogma
Defeated... Or Scopes Redux?, WASH. TImES, Aug. 16, 1999, at A13; Whitham, supra note 15.
291. See Kate Beem, Pre-evolutionists Raise More Issues in Science Debate Also, ACLU Says
the Standards may Fail the Lemon Test, KAN. CITY STAR, Jan. 12, 2000, at B1.
292. See National Association of Biology Teachers Statement on Teaching Evolution, al
http:lhvww.kcfs.org/why/ (last visited Oct. 8, 2000).
293. Perhaps the best evidence is Kansas citizens' response in the November 2000 election
when three of four Board members who supported the 1999 standards were not reelected. See
supra note 185 and accompanying text. This result demonstrates a need for the Court to examine
public reaction when evaluating similar actions.
294. Although similar in substance to the purposes articulated by the Kansas Board of Edu-
cation, the Tangipahoa Parish School Board claimed the disclaimer served "(1) to encourage
informed freedom of belief, (2) to disclaim any orthodoxy of belief that could be inferred from the
exclusive placement of evolution in the curriculum, and (3) to reduce offense to the sensibilities
and sensitivities of any student or parent caused by the teaching of evolution." Freiler v. Tangi-
pahoa Parish Bd. of Educ., 185 F.3d 337, 344 (5th Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 530 U.S. 1251 (2000).
295. Id. at 345 (finding that the disclaimer as a whole actually protected and maintained a
particular religious viewpoint because its statement that teaching is "not intended to influence or
dissuade the Biblical version of Creation" informs students that things taught in the classroom
should not affect what they already know).
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gious viewpoint, in part, due to its exclusive mention of the "Bibli-
cal version of Creation" as the only .alternative theory.296 In re-
sponse to the board's assertion that the Biblical reference was
meant to be illustrative, the court relied on statements made dur-
ing a board debate in which a board member stated that not includ-
ing this reference would "gut . . . the basic message of the [dis-
claimer]." 297 Thus, although the motivations of the proponents, and
veracity of a disclaimer encouraging critical thinking, could aid a
court in identifying a religious purpose, it is unclear whether this
remains true absent a specific reference to Biblical creationism.
Facially neutral disclaimers, 29 such as the one proposed in
Oklahoma, could nevertheless be constitutionally dubious if the
events surrounding their enactment served to protect a Christian
ideology followed by a majority of the community. 299
3. Testing the Validity of "Theory" Legislation and Intelligent
Design
The third strategy of controlling teaching methods by man-
dating that evolution be taught as a theory has developed into two
forms: first, legislative decrees, and second, individual teaching
methods, such as Intelligent Design. 0 Legislation identifying evo-
lution as "just a theory" is the most neutral strategy because it is
successful in delivering a certain idea to individuals regarding the
validity of evolution without actually conveying a religious mes-
sage. Due to this neutrality, "theory" legislation requires the most
expansive evidentiary analysis to determine its constitutionality. 301
The Court would almost certainly consider this type of legislation
constitutional, unless it took extensive notice of the true motivation
of the bill's proponents. 02 Even acknowledging that the legislation
296. Id.
297. Id. at 342, 346 & n.4 (noting that one board member felt the Biblical reference should bo
included because he believed that creation science and evolution are the "two basic concepts out
there" and because the majority of the community " 'fall[s] into the category of believing [in]
divine creation,' the Board should not 'shy away, or hide away from saying that this is not to
dissuade from the Biblical version' ").
298. Facially neutral in this context means a disclaimer that does not make explicit reference
to creationism or Christianity, unlike the one adopted by Tangipahoa Parish.
299. See Benen, supra note 4, at 155.
300. See supra Part II.
301. See supra Part II.
302. The "true" motivation in this instance may still fulfill a secular purpose because it re-
frains teachers from presenting any scientific theory dogmatically, which should be avoided
because science is never factual, but is rather a moving concept.
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is relying on a confusion in terms will probably not be enough to
strike down such a statute because evolution is a scientific theory.
While this meaning is different than its ordinary association as a
"guess" or "hunch," a law requiring that evolution be taught as a
theory is not inconsistent with its meaning.303 Thus, the purpose of
promoting academic freedom may be satisfied because teaching evo-
lution as theory allows students to understand certain questions
and mysteries that remain unanswered by the scientific community
to this day.
Whether this legislation, however, actually promotes aca-
demic freedom is somewhat uncertain, because a law requiring that
evolution be taught as a theory cannot possibly extend to teachers a
freedom that they did not already possess prior to enactment of
such a bill.30 4 While the risk of offending a student's beliefs could be
a legitimate secular purpose, because the dogmatic teaching of evo-
lution is an affront to Christian ideology, local autonomy could be
questioned under an analysis similar to academic freedom. More
specifically, the purpose of the entire bill is moot because local
school boards have historically had the ability to regulate teaching
methods without the necessity of statewide legislation.
The effect of this legislation is difficult to ascertain because
while it will likely perpetuate a misunderstanding of evolutionary
theory, whether it will result in the protection or promotion of one
religious tenet is unclear. If there was sufficient evidence in the
legislative history that "fundamentalist sectarian conviction was
and is the law's reason for existence,130 5 it is possible that "theory"
legislation would face the same fate as past legislation. 306 Recogniz-
ing the historical religious tensions associated with evolution, and
examining legislative motivation, could reveal that "theory" legisla-
tion is intended to exploit the misunderstanding of the scientific
meaning of the word "theory," and thereby invite increased criti-
303. See Benen, supra note 4, at 155.
304. Just as the Edwards Court found the act did not fulfill its purpose of academic freedom
because teachers already possessed the ability to teach any scientific theory, enactment of legis-
lation that mandates a teaching method that is already employed does not provide any greater
freedom than having no act at all. See 482 U.S. 578, 587 (1987) (noting that requiring schools to
teach creation science concurrently with evolution did not advance academic freedom because
teachers already possessed the flexibility to present " 'any scientific concept that's based on es-
tablished fact' ") (quoting the President of the Louisiana Science Teachers Association from the
record).
305. Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 108-09 & n.16 (1968).
306. Anti-evolution legislation and balanced-treatment legislation were refuted when courts




cism and questioning of evolution's validity.8 0 Even if the Court is
willing to enter into a highly expansive evidentiary analysis, the
religious overtones might still be too tenuous to subject this legisla-
tion to Establishment Clause scrutiny.
Individual teaching methods, such as Intelligent Design,
that use the "just a theory" approach to justify presenting the con-
troversy between evolution and its religious alternative do not ap-
pear as religiously neutral as their legislative counterpart. 08 On its
face, presenting the criticisms of evolutionary theory and possible
responses is simply a method of teaching and not subject to consti-
tutional scrutiny. Establishment Clause concerns arise, however,
when "teaching the controversy" moves from the point of teaching a
number of theories directly to undermining evolution in order to
contend that a designer is the only possible explanation. 09 Recog-
nizing this motivation is challenging, however, and may require
more than a facial look at the motives and intentions of the move-
ment's biggest proponents.
One of the chief concerns for the ACLU, and other critics
who are wary of these teaching methods, is that Intelligent Design
theorists deny any religious motivation. 310 Neither the literature
nor any of the theories' asserted premises contain specific refer-
ences to God or the Bible, but instead refer to a "designer," which
remains undefined.31' Facially, Intelligent Design may merely be
described as "bad science," but seems to lack the religious motiva-
tion needed to challenge such a method under the Establishment
Clause.312 For example, Intelligent Design undermines evolution
with "scientific-sounding criticisms," but does not use religion to
attack science. 313 In addition, it seeks to answer questions raised by
evolution without contemplating theories of morality or an afterlife,
307. See Benen, supra note 4, at 155.
308. Phillip Johnson, the "unofficial leader" of Intelligent Design, refers to this method of
teaching as "the wedge," and claims that Intelligent Design theorists "intend to drive a wedge
into the 'philosophy' of evolution" and through use of this "people will be introduced to the truth
of the Bible, then 'the question of sin' and ultimately 'introduced to Jesus.' " Id. at 156 (quoting
Phillip Johnson in a February 1999 speech and citing Johnson's book From Genesis to Domin-
ion).
309. See Gibeaut, supra note 10, at 51 (noting that Intelligent Design proposes that one of
the biggest discrepancies in evolution is the "irreducible complexities," which is the belief that




312. See id. at 52 (quoting Eugenie C. Scott, executive director of the National Center for Sci.
ence Education).
313. Benen, supra note 4, at 156.
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or making reference to the Bible or religious literature. These tac-
tics make it difficult for the Court to classify Intelligent Design as a
religion.314
Despite this facial neutrality, the historical basis and reli-
gious context of the Intelligent Design movement indicates that it
encompasses more than its "scientific" theories.315 Identifying the
subtle religious message will require the Court to enter into a broad
interpretation similar to the analysis adopted in Edwards, looking
to the proponents and underlying themes rather than ideas the the-
ory espouses. Several factors call into question the true intentions
of the movement: (1) Intelligent Design's leaders and proponents
are religious right activists, such as James Dobson (Focus on the
Family), Pat Robertson (of television's 700 Club) and his legal arm,
American Center for Law and Justice;316 (2) prominent leaders such
as Phillip Johnson 317 and William A. Dembski have made public
statements regarding the religious bias that is driving the move-
ment;318 and (3) it is backed by the Discovery Institute, a conserva-
tive think tank that aims "to send Darwin to the showers and put
God back in the game."319 Additionally, creation scientists of the
1980s are now following the Intelligent Design movement because
the ideologies "share the common goal of overthrowing naturalism"
and use the same methodology of questioning certain evidence that
refutes evolution. 320 Methods that seek to disprove evolution, rather
than present it as one possibility, and that introduce the existence
of a designer, underscore the question of whether such methods
truly further academic freedom.
The true effects of Intelligent Design will be determined
through an examination of students' reactions to teaching methods
such as DeHart's and to the community's reaction to the entire the-
314. See DEWOLF ET AL., supra note 176, at 14-17.
315. See Gibeaut, supra note 10, at 51 (noting that opponents of Intelligent Design find "the
religious message ... unmistakable" and feel that this is a "different color, but same beast" as
creation science).
316. See Benen, supra note 4, at 156.
317. See supra note 308 and accompanying text.
318. At the National Religious Broadcasters meeting on February 6, 2000, Dembski stated:
Since Darwin, we can no longer believe that a benevolent God created us in His
image. Intelligent Design opens the whole possibility of us being created in the
image of a benevolent God. And if there's anything that I think has blocked the
growth of Christ as the free reign of the Spirit and people accepting the Scrip-
ture and Jesus Christ, it is the Darwinian naturalistic view ... its important
that we understand the world. God has created it; Jesus is incarnate in the
world.
Benen, supra note 4, at 156-58.
319. Gibeaut, supra note 10, at 54.
320. See Beem, supra note 185.
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ory.321 DeHart's students have stated that they recognized the les-
son's religious overtones. Some students saw the "debate" between
evolution and Intelligent Design322 as "an opportunity for people to
get up on their soapboxes with little or no learning taking place"
because DeHart's style did not encourage argument for both posi-
tions, but instead "promoted and fueled argument."3 23 Community
response and public opinion likewise seem to recognize the religious
underpinnings, and many equate Intelligent Design to a masked
version of creationism.3 24 Individual stories and accounts provide
significant evidence supporting the notion that despite the textual
effect of teaching evolution through a method of questioning its va-
lidity, classroom discussions are taking a very different tone.3 26
Thus, an expansive analysis of the primary effect of such methods,
determined through students' and public perceptions, will be im-
perative when analyzing this third strategy under the Establish-
ment Clause. Likewise, an examination must include historical and
contextual perspectives because the religious purpose will only be
realized through the stories and real-life effects of what the legisla-
tion and teachers are actually accomplishing by use of these tactics.
B. Purpose and Primary Effect Under a Textual Analysis
While the religious facial neutrality of all three strategies
have been alluded to, it is important to see the limits of a textual
approach. The sort of actions that may be allowed under an analy-
sis that defines purpose and primary effect strictly according to the
text and articulated purpose of the government action is also vital
to any critique of the textualist approach. Perhaps one of the most
enlightening demonstrations of this deferential approach occurred
when Justice Scalia stated in his Edwards dissent:
I would still find no justification for today's decision. The Louisiana legislators
who passed [this Act], each of whom had sworn to support the Constitution, were
well aware of the potential Establishment Clause problems and considered that
aspect of the legislation with great care .... [They approved the Act overwhelm.
321. Although Intelligent Design theorists feel that they are separate from creationists, crit-
ics and Darwinian biologists feel that the groups are one and the same and supportive of one
another because working for the same end goal. See id.
322. See supra notes 224-25 and accompanying text.
323. Gibeaut, supra note 10, at 55 (quoting Reverend Randy L. Quinn who for years had
DeHart's students asking him how to prepare for the exercise).
324. See id.
325. An elementary school principal says that her son, a former student of DeHart's, came
away from the class convinced that Intelligent Design is the only explanation for life's origins
and that his parents "don't know the truth." Id.
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ingly and specifically articulated the secular purpose they meant it to serve....
[The Court's holding today was decided] on the basis of "its visceral knowledge re-
garding what must have motivated the legislators."=,
Essentially, this statement asserts that reliance on the legislators
to uphold their constitutional oath is sufficient to assume that cer-
tain legislation passed constitutional muster. Thus, the fact that
creationists have historically made repeated attempts to remove
evolution from, or incorporate creationism into, public school cur-
riculum is not a necessary factor under this analysis. A textualist
approach to the Establishment Clause implies accepting the strate-
gists' "view of what the statute means."327 Thus, analysis is limited
strictly to those words that are used in the action taken.
Removing evolution from standards and state-mandated
tests appears facially neutral and, as a whole, fits within a state's
and local school board's ability to control the curriculum of its pub-
lic schools. Indeed, the text of the Kansas science standards asserts,
"Some scientific concepts and theories ... may conflict with a stu-
dent's religious or cultural beliefs. The goal is to enhance under-
standing... [and] ... compelling student belief is inconsistent with
the goal of education."3 28 In examining a similar purpose in Ed-
wards, the dissent determined that because this purpose, as articu-
lated, showed a tension between teaching and inhibiting a student's
belief system, the statute must be a valid response to eliminating
that tension.329 While a textualist will sometimes examine certain
legislative history or reports, 330 it is unclear whether any state-
ments made by Board members during adoption of the 1999 stan-
dards would alter the intentions of the Board to be sensitive to stu-
dents' ideology.33' Additionally, the dissent in Edwards was unwill-
ing to examine outside definitions of creation science that were not
provided in the statute. This narrow focus could prove equally prob-
lematic in attempting to explain the religious significance of certain
changes made to the standards.332 The Board, like those states that
326. 482 U.S. 578, 610 (1987) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (citing Aguillard v. Edwards, 778 F.2d
225, 227 (5th Cir. 1985) (Gee, J., dissenting)).
327. Id. at 611.
328. Knowledge Under Siege, supra note 182.
329. 482 U.S. at 617 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (finding that if the legislature "sincerely believed
that the State's science teachers were being hostile to religion, our cases indicate that it could act
to eliminate that hostility without running afoul of Lemon's purpose test").
330. See id. at 619-26.
331. See supra note 282 and accompanying text
332. Edwards, 482 U.S. at 629 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (relying on two scientists, a philoso-
pher, a theologian, and an educator as creation science "experts" to find that there is "no basis on
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have adopted similar tactics, is careful to refrain from referencing
specific religious literature or ideology in their text. Thus, absent
explicit mention of one particular religious ideology, a textual
analysis will likely not recognize a facial establishment or en-
dorsement of religion. 3 3
Given this textualist interpretation of disclaimers, it seems
that a similar analysis would likewise find "theory" legislation con-
stitutional. A statute that demands teaching evolution as a theory
is a reiteration and codification of what is already a true statement.
Promoting academic excellence is apparent from the text of such
statutes because it ensures that teachers explore and examine pos-
sible alternative theories and offer students both those theories
that scientists have established as near fact and those gaps in sci-
entific understanding that evolution has not succeeded in answer-
ing.334 It would seem nearly impossible to recognize any religious
purpose or effect through the words of the statute itself because
facially the statute's only purpose is to encourage students' freedom
of thought. Thus, absent additional information regarding the in-
tent to create confusion and undermine evolutionary theory, which
would presumably not be available through the statute's text or leg-
islative history, a narrow, textualist interpretation would recognize
the secular purpose of such an action.
Intelligent Design's "teaching the controversy" approach tex-
tually advances freedom of thought by exposing students to various
scientific theories, and also seems to conform exactly to the confines
of a textualist analysis. First, DeHart and others like him, claim
their purpose is to present students with a complete view of evolu-
tion and the controversy "without using religion." 335 Indeed, pre-
senting the controversy allows students to explore evolution and
alternative theories and enables them to "follow the facts wherever
the record to conclude that creation science need be anything other than a collection of scientific
data supporting the theory that life abruptly appeared on earth").
333. Scalia's dissent in the Court's denial of certiorari in Freiler likewise exemplifies the
limitations of a narrow approach. Scalia stated that although the disclaimer specifically men-
tioned one specific alternative, the effect of the disclaimer as a whole was to "advance freedom of
thought... [and does not act] as an affirmative endorsement of any particular religious theory
as to the origin of life ... " Tangipahoa Parish Bd. of Educ. v. Freiler, 530 U.S.1251, 1253 (2000)
(Scalia, J., dissenting). Thus, under a textual analysis such as Scalia's, the use of disclaimers
could be considered constitutional. See supra notes 170-74 and accompanying text.
334. See DEWOLF ET AL., supra note 176, at 22-23 (stating that the school boards will pro-
mote academic freedom if they allow teachers to present a number of scientific theories and
teaching the controversy will fulfill the objectives of scientific objectives).
335. Gibeaut, supra note 10, at 50.
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they lead... [which is] true science."336 Textually speaking, DeHart
and Intelligent Design theorists have been very careful to eliminate
references to God and the Bible in their literature and instead place
focus on discrediting Darwinian evolution.337 The effects of Intelli-
gent Design appear inherently secular because the theory does not
fit within the traditional notions of a religion. Furthermore, it is
not necessary to prove its scientific validity because it does not pro-
pose to put forth an entirely new theory, but rather simply rejects
Darwinism. 338 Textual analysis would reveal that Intelligent De-
sign's intent is to (1) present more accurate information about the
state of scientific thinking and evidence, (2) give students a better
understanding about how scientists interpret data and evaluate
competing interpretations, and (3) teach students how to address
differences of opinion that naturally occur within our pluralistic
society. 3 9 Without any references to the "designer" as the Biblical
God or to the Bible, a textual approach will rely on the intentions
articulated by Intelligent Design's leaders and supporters, and view
the movement as encouraging students to examine for themselves
the scientific process and current scientific thought.3 0 This third
strategy, more so than the other two, would require a deeper ex-
amination than the textualist analysis permits, and thus, would
likely pass constitutional scrutiny.
Whether the three current actions are considered constitu-
tionally valid will depend on the evidentiary expansiveness of the
Court's Establishment Clause analysis. All three actions appear
religiously motivated. The Court will best recognize this religious
entanglement if it considers not only the text of the act, but also the
historical controversy between science and religion, the political
and social role of the promoters and supporters of the act, their true
motivations and intentions, and any other relevant information
that may shed light on the true purpose and intended effect. If all of
these factors are examined, the proponents of all three strategies
will face a tough battle proving a secular purpose for their act in
the courtroom. Yet, these same actions will be viewed under an en-
tirely different scope if the dissenters in Edwards and Freiler pre-
vail and, using a text-based analysis, rely solely on the text and ar-
ticulated purpose to determine constitutionality.
336. Id. at 54 (quoting physician Paul C. Creelman, a family practitioner and a DeHart sup-
porter).
337. Id.
338. See DEWOLF ET AL., supra note 176, at 19.
339. Id. at 6.
340. See Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 628 (1987) (Scalia, J., dissenting).
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V. CONCLUSION
John Scopes likely did not realize the magnitude of his ac-
tions when he first prompted the debate between scientific theory
and religious ideology in our public schools. 41 Yet, over seventy-five
years later, this same tension incites passion from supporters on
both sides of the argument. Religious beliefs have brought about
wars, persecution against members of other faiths, incited govern-
ment insurrections, and stimulated migrations. 42 With this propen-
sity in mind, the Framers sought to create a separation between
government and religion in hopes that those disastrous results
could be avoided by allowing religious freedom to all. Justice Frank-
furter explained the import of this separation in our public schools
when he stated:
Designed to serve as perhaps the most powerful agency for promoting cohesion
among a heterogeneous democratic people, the public school must keep scrupu-
lously free from entanglement in the strife of sects. The preservation of the com-
munity from divisive conflicts, of Government from irreconcilable pressures by re-
ligious groups, of religion from censorship and coercion however subtly exercised,
requires strict confinement of the State to instruction other than religious, leaving
to the individual's church and home, indoctrination in the faith of his choice. s43
This advice must be heeded when analyzing the recent creationist
tactics, which aim to alter science curricula significantly and affect
teaching methods related to evolutionary theory, merely because
they are irreconcilable with Christian beliefs. While legislatures
and boards of education justify their actions by inferring that they
reflect the desires of the majority of Christian supporters in their
communities, 344 this justification is nonetheless contrary to the
First Amendment's design of protecting minority beliefs.8 45 There-
341. See supra note 2 and accompanying text.
342. See McCarthy, supra note 26, at 123.
343. See McCollum v. Maryland, 333 U.S. 203, 216-217 (1948).
344. Benen cited to two studies regarding Americans' beliefs about human origins: a 1998
study at University of Cincinnati found forty-five percent of those polled believed in the "Young-
Earth" approach, forty percent believed in God guiding evolution, and ten percent accepted evo.
lution without supernatural direction, and a 2000 poll conducted by DYG, Inc. for People for the
American Way found that eighty-three percent of Americans believe that evolution should be
taught in public schools, but seventy-nine percent thought that creationism should also have
some place in the classroom. See Benen, supra note 4, at 156.
345. See Santa Fe Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290, 304 (2000) (finding that a school-
wide election in which students elect to pray before a football game is nevertheless a violation of
the First Amendment because "the majoritarian process implemented by the District guarantees,
by definition, that minority candidates will never prevail and that their views will be effectively
silenced").
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fore, if the Court is to protect the true purpose and meaning of the
First Amendment, this separation must be maintained.
The three current strategies were all entered into with full
knowledge of the Supreme Court precedent and lower court inter-
pretations of the roles of evolution and Biblical creation in public
school curriculum. 346 Indeed, part of the creationist effort in the
1990s has been dedicated to ensuring that they refrain from men-
tioning religious motivation and intentions in any actions attacking
evolutionary teaching. 347 Thus, the new strategies are generally
well crafted and void of overt discussion of religious doctrines and
specific literature.3 48 The omission of explicit religious messages in
the text, however, does not necessarily indicate that such actions
are not religiously motivated and that their purpose and primary
effect are not in violation of the Establishment Clause. Because of
the subtlety and careful construction of recent actions, any test that
the Supreme Court applies to analyze these tactics must allow for
an examination of the context of the action.3 9 A more narrow, tex-
tualist interpretation is insufficient both because it fails to recog-
nize the true purpose and primary effect of certain actions and be-
cause it circumvents the purpose of the First Amendment by allow-
ing the will of the majority-or at least the politically powerful-to
impress their religion on others. 350
The Supreme Court did not render its decisions in Epperson
or Edwards in order to provide guidance to creationists on how to
proceed in the future to accomplish their tasks. These cases in-
tended to send a message to the fundamentalist movement that
"the vigilant protection of constitutional freedoms is nowhere more
346. See DEWoLF ET AL, supra note 176, at 14-22 (dedicating sections four, five, six and
seven of the book to an analysis of possible legal implications including: distinguishing Intelli-
gent Design from constituting a religion and likewise from creation science; examining actions
not considered unconstitutional according to Edwards; and contending that it would be viewpoint
discrimination to limit teachers' ability to present Intelligent Design).
347. See generally Gibeaut, supra note 10, at 50 (asserting that Intelligent Design theorists
are attempting to evade constitutional scrutiny by "eliminating references to God and the Bible,
and instead trying to discredit Darwin, often through a scientific sounding notion").
348. See id.
349. See id.
350. Justice Souter cautioned against this result when he asserted in Mitchell u. Helms.
The establishment prohibition... is meant to guarantee the right of individual
conscience against compulsion, to protect the integrity of religion against the
corrosion of secular support, and to preserve the unity of political society
against the implied exclusion of the less favored and the antagonism of contro-
versy over public support for religious causes.
530 U.S. 793, 868 (2000) (Souter, J., dissenting).
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vital than in the community of American schools."8 5' The Supreme
Court should remember its own words and recognize the impor-
tance of not allowing one religious group to alter the future of sci-
ence in America's public schools merely because a scientific theory
is contrary to their belief system. Determining the purpose and
primary effect of a state action necessarily entails reaching beyond
the text and articulated purposes of such actions and realizing that
those purposes reveal little about the actual intent behind an act. A
debate that has raged in schools, homes, and hearts for over sev-
enty-five years requires that courts will recognize the nature of
these strategies and not be afraid to look beyond the face of these
actions to determine their constitutionality. What is apparent from
the emergence of these new strategies is that the Court will likely
face another decision regarding the teaching of evolution in public
schools and that creationists do not intend to give up their cause.
As Molleen Motsumura of the National Center for Science Educa-
tion said, "They're not going away, and there's no miracle cure for
this problem. Eternal vigilance, it has been said, is the price of lib-
erty."352
Deborah A. Reule*
351. Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 104 (1968) (citing Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479,
487 (1960)).
352. Benen, supra note 4, at 158.
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